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! An Old Directory

State To Release Fifteen Million
Editor
Parasites To “Kill Off" The ,
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
Menace
FRANK A. WINSLOW
Having To Do With the City
Subscriptions 13 00 per year payabl'.
Maine has 15.000.000 parasites
Of Rockland ThirtyIn advance; single copies three rents.
Advertising rates based upon circula working in an effort to “kill off"
Nine Years Ago
tion and very reasonable .
the European spruce sawfly which
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Roekland Gazette was estab
Advertisers
lished In 1846
In 1874 the Courier Dr. H. B. Peirson. State Entomolo
was established and consolidated with
Jewelers
—
Clarence
E. Daniels,
Hie Gazette In 1882. The Free Press gist, said was “one of the greatest
was established In 1855 and ln 189} threats our forests have ever Orel E. Davies, Vincent L. Hunt,
changed Its name to the Tribune
Samuel K. Macomber, Harvey S.
These papers consolidated March 17. faced."
The parasites, part of the 30.000,- Moor, G. W. Palmer & Son, Wood
eg
•••
»—• ••• •••
as 000 which the State plans to raise bury M. Purington .Benjamin
*•*
and release this year, have been Spear, Spear, May & Stover.
■He tha»t is over-cautious will *••
placed in more than 60 townships, J Junk dealers—Michael Burke,
••* accomplish but very little.
—
—Schiller ■•* mostly in the northern sections , Cohen & Koritzky, Thomas Sha
•*
... , “where the outbreak is most severe," | piro.
Laundries—Central Laundry. E.
Peirson said.
E. Knight, proprietor; John H. Me
The tiny boy had been taken for
“Approximately 5,000.000 more are servey. Elmer E. Morrison, North
a motor ride by a friend of the fam to go into the field this Week," he Star Laundry. Thorndike & Sim
ily.
said.
mons, proprietors; Fred S Porter.
On his return his mother said to
"Land owners have established a Lee Tom, Nickado Laundry. Charlie
him: “Did you thank Mr. Blinks camp near the mouth of the Alla- Tom.
Heald. Edwaid O., candy manufac
for taking you for a ride?"
gash for collecting cocoons of the
turer and wholesale dealer In con
There was no answer. The mother sawfly to be used for rearing stock,
fectionery and cigars, 35 Lime
repeated her question, but still and the OCC has a camp of 50
rock. h 85 Limerock.
there was no answer.
boys above Portage for the same Healey, Frank D., plumber, h 10
Pine.
"Jimmie,” she said, "did you hear purpose.”
Healey, Mrs. Mary E., h 99 Rankin.
me? Did you thank Mr. Banks for
The two camps collect approxi Healey. Wm. A., agent Vinalhaven
& Rockland Steamboat Co, 427
mately 200.000 cocoons a week, he
taking you for a ride?"
Main, h 235 Broadway.
"Yes," whispered Jimmie, “but— said. The parasites, reared from
Healey, Wm. 6. D. upholsterer and
but he told me not to mention it." the cocoons, are liberated from
cabinet maker, 361 Main, h 183
small screen-covered boxes.
—Montreal Star.
Broadway.
Heckbert. Chas. E„ painter, h 53
Pleasant.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Hedges, Mrs. Rachel C, Intelli
gence office, h 7 Grove.
Hellier. Alice M., student, h 129
Rankin.
Hellier. Mrs. Eknma F., h 129 Ran
kin.
Hellier. Edward J. , clerk, h 129
Rankin.
Hemingway. Clara F., h 73 Summer.
Hemingway. Mrs. Geo. F., h upper
Camden.
Hemingway. Geo. W.. clerk, h 90
Bread.
Hemingway. Wm. S., fruit and con
fectionery. 448 Main, h 73 Sum
COURT HOUSE LAWN, IF PLEASANT
mer.
Henderson. Clarence W., mariner,
COURT ROOM, IF STORMY
h 9 Franklin.
Henderson. Sam'l J., kilntender, h 9
SPEAKERS
Franklin.
Hendricks. Fred, master mariner, h
56 Pine.
Herbert. Frank, employed Mowry
& Payson, h 46 Chestnut.
and
Herrick. Elijah H., (Rockland
Marble & Granite Works, 282
Maim h 5 Berkeley.
Herrick, Myrtle W., bookkeeper A.
J. Bird & Co., bds 99 Camden.
Hewett, Albion E. bottler, h 18 Le
land.
Hewett, Bessie A., employed 189
North Main.
Hewett, Ed. L., soda manufacturer
and general bottler, Ingraham's
Do You Believe in Achievement?
hill.
Hewett, Henry O.. engineer power
.......
or
house, h upper Camden.
Hewett. Mrs Lizzie M. h 33 James
Hewett, Samuel W„ laborer, h Old
Do You Believe In Idle Promises?
County road
Hewett, Sewell W., h Old County
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
road
99-100
Hewett. Wm O., (W. O. Hewett &
Co ) 374 Main., h 79 Park.
Hewett, W. O. & Co. (W. O. Hew
ett Mrs. E. P Frohock) dry
goods, etc., 374 Main.
Hicks. Gordon M . lawyer. 406 Main,
h 14 Camden.
Hicks. George W.. custom house in
spector h 88 Limerock.
Hicks. Helen, school teacher, h 14
Camden.
Higgins, Frank, laborer, h 20 Spruce
Higgins. Gilbert F„ h 22 Fulton.
Higgins, Henry L., fish market,
Tillsons Wharf, h 10 Trinity.
Higgins. Ida .. h 28 Crescent.
Higgins. James B., Jr., h 9 Bunker.
Higgins. Valentine E.. carpenter, h
49 Warren.
Hill. Frank H„ superintendent of
public schools, h 241 Broadway.
Hill. Freeland O.. master mariner.
h 79 Sea.
Hill, Mrs. George S.. h upper Cam
den.
Hill. Jesse C„ physician. Syndicate
Bldg.. 334 Main, h Claremont,
cor Limerock.
Hill. Mark L., carpenter, h Old
County road.
Hill. Solomon O., lawn mower and
snow shoveler, 51 Sea.
Hill. Wm A., (F. C. Knight <k Co.,
FOR BOTH LONG AND SHORT RUNS
tailors 373 Main) li 16 Lincoln.
Hills. Cyrus C„ traveling salesman,
distributors
h 35 Beech.
Hills. Cyrus W„ h 35 Beech.
Hills. Julia L., (Rockland Commer
cial College, 388 Main) h 18 North
Main.
Hills. Lucy G., h 18 North Main.
Hills. Mrs. Mary S„ h 37 Spring
Hills. Oliver F.. h 35 Beech.
Hills, Wm. B.. employed Thorndike
& Hix, h 13 Orange

GOVERNOR LEWIS 0. BARROWS

CONGRESSMAN CLYDE H. SMITH
MUSIC—ROCKLAND CITY BAND

SUNDAY SPECIAL

At MOODY’S DINER Waldoboro
A Complete Turkey Dinner for 75c

'Also our 40c, 50c, 60c Specials

TEXACO IS BEST

A. C. McLOON & CO.

SUNDAY EXCURSION AUG. 21

(Continued on Page Eight)

DANCING
TUESDAY NIGHT
South Cushing Grange Hall
DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
GOOD TIME
100‘lt

ON OUR STAGE TODAY

The Lone Pine Mountaineer
STAR OF WLBZ

COMIQUE THEATRE
CAMDEN, ME.
------------- ;------ a--------------------------

TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Ride the crack twin-screw steamer W. S. White to Vinal
Haven or take the seven-hour sail on the able steamer North
Haven to Swan's Island and return. Shore dinners at the islands.
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
75Th&Stf

ANNOUNCEMENT
I have leased the plant for
merly operated by the late M. S
Dick and am now equipped to do
all work promptly and expertly In
ACETYLENE WELDING
MACHINIST, BLACKSMITH
Twenty-nine years in the weld
ing business
Established since 1919
GOOCH WELDING CO.
R. A. GOOCH
676 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND
TEL. 1055
90-98

LAUDED BY WOOLLCOTT

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 93...................Number 100.

STATE HONORS TO ROCKLAND

Cecelia Loftus. Impersonator Of Wide Repute, Maine Press Association’s Award For Com
Will Appear At Camden Opera House
munity Leadership Given Courier-Gazette
To keep large audiences en
tranced and breathless is no novelty
for Cecilia Loftus, beloved actress,
who Is to appear with her famous
impersonations and impressions at
the Camden Opera house Aug. 29 ’
as the last of the Town Hall Series.
The 62-year-old actress has been
appearing successfully since the
mid-1890's amusing English and
American audiences with her un
canny ability to reproduce perfect
ly the voices, mannerisms and
personalities of such well-known
stars as Sophie Tucker, Sarah Bern
hardt. Harry Lauder, Ruth Draper,
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, John and
Ethel Barrymore and stars of yes
terday, Vivian Duncan, Yvette
Guilbert, Florence Reed, and Ada
Rehan.
Her gift for mimicry probably
was inherited from her mother
Marie Loftus, a Scottish music hall
singer, who delighted the patrons
of Harry Minier's in the Bowery
with such ditties as “I'm So Shy.” |

serve her purpose. No, nor Carne
gie Hall either. She would need
Madison Square Garden.
"You see most of what are palmed
off on us as imitations are doubly
that. They are really imitations of
imitations. The true gift of cari
cature is rare. But once some one
born with iU-a Max Beerholm, let
us say, or a Frueh or an Auerbach Levy—once one of the elect sees
that, a Theodore Roosevelt can be
done with one line for the som
brero, a curve for the spectacles and
a few quirks of the pen for the
radiant teeth, then all the rest see
it too and follow suit
“And the true caricaturists of the
stage and of the printed page are
further alike in this that they are
always secretly contemptuous of the
gift which really makes them dis
tinguished. I have no doubt that,
in the depths of his foolish heart
Frueh yearns to paint murals, Cissie
Loftus, to my fury and astonish
ment. changed her name to Cecilia
When she went on a tour of the and. if memory serves, played
United States, Cissie, then six, was Ophelia to the Hamlet of E. H.
left in a school in Cambridge, Sothern. Strange. I should think
Mass. Her father, Tom Brown, was it would be so pleasant to be able—
a member of a trio who played the like Ruth Draper or Paul Robeson
music halls the world over In a or Segovia—to do something, any
minstrel skit called "Black Justice," thing, better than any one else in
playing that skit and nothing else J the world can do it. Yet even now
for 45 years. Cecilia made her own : when Miss Loftus dazzles us with
debut at the age of 16 as a ballad her imitations of Florence Reed in
singer in a Belfast (Ireland) music •The Shanghai Gesture’ and of
hali. London discovered her the Constance Collier in ‘Dinner at
Night,’ I suspect she thinks it fool
following year
Born in Glasgow. Miss Loftus still ish of us to enjoy such nonsense
speaks with a very slight brogue. and would respect us more if we
Her bobbed white hair stands out rose in a body and remanded that
around her head like an aureole. she give her own Idea of how the
She is a charming picture of sur sleep-walking scene in 'Macbeth'
viving youthfulness and continual should really be played.
“As the final curtain rose and fell
ly amazes her audiences with her
vitality and hearty humor. It Is a dozen times. I was smitten with a
an astounding gallery down which suoden regret that I had with me
she walks, some times in high j no flowers to hurl across the foot
spirits and again with deep feeling , lights. Wherefore I have put this
—full of variety achieved with a ! bouquet together and hereby toss
flickering gesture, a twist of infec- : it across the footlights and across
tion. She is a hundred different j the years, with love and admiration,
to Cissie Loftus.’’
people.
• • • •
Alexander Woollcott’s Comment

Old Age Payments

“If I were to approach you with
out warning, and, in a nruted con- 1
Checks Mailed To 11,173
tralto gurgle, were to observe ir-1
Persons In July—Steady
relevantly. 'That's all there is; there
isn’t any more.’ you might think It
Increase
odd of me, but at least you would
Maine's old age assistance pay
know what I was up to. Unless you
had once been dropped on your ments in July, State officials re
head by a careless Nana or had ported Thursday, increased 1100
lived all your days ln a unique and
over the June total of approxi
enviable seclusion, you would realize ,
immediately that, for no good rea mately 10,000
Harry E. Henderson, director of
son. I was giving an imitation of
Ethel Barrymore. And you would j the old age assistance division, said
be wrong—pardonably but charac cheeks mailed to the 11,173 persons
teristically wrong For I would not eligible for assistance amounted to
be giving an imitation of Miss $229,572 for July.
“Old age assistance payments are
Barrymore at all I would be giving
increasing each month, Henderson
an imitation of Cissie Loftus.
“I was reminded of this nice dis said, “and already this month the
tinction onoe when I was content commission which approves appli
edly wedged in the audience that cations has sanctioned payments
packed the Little Theatre. There to an additional 600 persons.”
Henderson said the average pay
Miss Loftus was giving a brimming
program of her uncanny caricatures ment was “about $20.55” to each of
—brief, infallible materializations those on the eligible list.
of all the old fry of the theatre i The federal government matches
from Sarah Bernhardt and Bert dollar-for-dollar state funds ex
Williams to Pauline Lord and Fan pended for old age assistance.
nie Brice. The Loftus mimetic gift
TO BE DRAMATIZED
appears to have lost nothing by
long disuse. If all the people who
would take deep and astonished de Sergeant Francis J. McCabe Plans
Radio Series In Campaign To
light In her present performance
Save Lives
were to know it was going on, the
Lyceum Theatre would scarcely
Sgt Francis J. McCabe, Director.
Highway Safety Division. Maine
State Police, announced today a se
ries of special radio broadcasts—
dramatizations of motor car acci
dents to cut down the appalling
automobile death and injury toll.
The new program, which will be
gin Sunday. Aug. 21, will be heard
over Station WCSH. at 1030 a. m.
that day and every Sunday there
after for more than three months,
Will be held in my office Mon
under the title, "It Happened So
day, Tuesday. Wednesday and Quick."
Thursday, of next week.
A
Actual accidents will be re-enact
CHIROPRACTIC SPECIALIST ed, with the events leading up to
will be in charge as usual.
them, and the causes of the
crashes, together with the tragic
CHIROPRACTIC is opening new
results, will be shown. The pro
avenues to HEALTH, for those
who are not well. Children re grams are highly dramatic, and
they serve to emphasize things not
spond quickly, and adults obtain
a new lease on HEALTH, through to do, how nnd when not to drive
an automobile.
these new
CHIROPRACTIC
“By dramatizing these accidents,"
methods.
Director McCabe said today, "we
If you arc interested In HEALTH, hope to bring home to the thousands
for yourself or anyone else, you of motorists in Maine the tragic re
should find out more about the sults that come from taking chances,
work we are doing in these from failing to observe the rules of
CLINICS.
the road, from so-called 'minor' In
fractions of the law."
“It Happened So Quick" is a non
advertising program of 15 minutes'
CHIROPRACTOR
duration, produced by a special east.
24 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND
It is expected to rank highly among
lOO'lt
dramatic offerings and simultane-

A

PRIVATE

CLINIC

DONALD E. HASKELL, D.C.

Knox County has a new State
championship on its rolls, and The
Courier-Gazette blushingly takes
the bow. At the Maine Press Asso
ciation's annual meeting yesterday
the award among Maine newspa
pers for “conspicuous community
leadership" was given this newspa
per. Prof. Reginald Coggeshall of
University of Maine, Professor
Myhrman of Bates College and
Frank Hoy, manager of the Lew
iston Sun Journal were In charge
of the contest.
Prof. Coggeshall's report is here
with incorporated.
• * • •
In the consideration of paper.-;
submitted for the award for Con
spicuous Community Leadership, the
judges found one paper offerea an
interesting display of a continuous,
sound policy ol news concerning so
cial and economic conditions ln its
community. This paper aid not
limit Itself to personal lttms but
served its readers by also giving
them constructive news coverage.
It is an example of alert news sense
on the part of the editor.
Another paper offered an ener
getic support of a campaign foi
Christmas toys for needy children
in its community. Generous of
space, effectively supported by pic
tures, the paper aided considerably
a good cause. There was, of course,
a certain element of piomotion in
the campVgn, and it was earned to
a point of high success In a season
when the spirit of giving was
abroad.
• • • •
A third paper submitted its cam
paign against community prejudice
and inertia. The W P.A had been
induced to build a community
center. Once built, it remained for
months closed and unused It was
a white elephant Political parti
sanship pulled and hauled; the
the building meanwhile deteriorat
ed, and the municipality expended

REPUBLICAN RALLY

Next Monday night the Court
House lawn will be the scene of
an important Republican rally,
with such speakers as Gov. Lewis
O. Barrows and Congressman
Clyde H. Smith. With the State
election only a few weeks away
it is only proper that the voters
should know the issues, and hear
from men who are doing so much
for the State and the Second
Maine District. The Roekland
City Band will play inspiring
airs. Everybody is invited re
gardless of political affiliations.

The Kaler Reunion
Mrs. Frank Yattaw New
President—Will Eat Her
Beans Next Year

money to heat a vacuum ln order
to avert actual damage.
Sharing In a drive to overcome
rather immature obstinacy, the pa
per got behind a drive to accept
the fact that the building did exist
By The Roving Reporter
and could serve the community.
The paper gave an outstanding ex
ample of getting behind and stick
If names count for anything the
ing to the finish to a conclusion of teacher of the Hope School must
a campaign which ended in success have had a tough time of it in the
after a longish fight against three olden days. Henry Payson, who has
obstinate opponents; unpopularity, given The Black Cat many tips
prejudice, inertia.
since the feline’s career began, re
Today the building is a very busy calls that there were at one time
center of community life. It is not in that school three pupils named
But
only saving the municipality every Cross, Savage and Baird
cent of maintenance cost but it is names are somewhat deceptive, and
making money which is being in perhaps the teacher wasn't thrown
vested ln improvements and exten out into the snow drifts after all.
sion of its service.
I wonder how many persons recall
The judges were extremely in
that
iRockland once had a
terested in this example of com
munity leadership We even visited thoroughfare called Hibernia street.
the town and without the aid of Ran from Hall avenue to Maverick
the publisher, we checked on the street. You know it now as Jeffer
—o—
facts. We went over the building son street.
Port Clyde counts itself fortunate
from cellar to roof, asking about
conoitlons and utilization of space to have such charming summer
at the start and at the time of the people as Stow Wengenroth, a New
visit; we checked on attendance York artist; his wife (Edith Ackley
figures; groups reached in the com of doll fame) and their daughter
munity, etc. We were struck by the Tekla. One of Mr Wengenroth's
number of urchins and older boys prints attracted much attention In
who were using the building. We, i the recent exhibit at the Rockland
thereupon, checked at police head Public Library, and admirers will
quarters, where we were told the be interested to know that he is
building had justified Itself if only finding excellent material for his
toy its service to the adolescents of lithographs which are to be pub
the community. Young boys who lished and shown in the Art Gal| lcrles this winter.
formerly had only had pool rooms
or movies as recreation centers, now
Eels are slippery critters but
found normal play facilities in the
$25,000 worth of them failed to slip
athletic equipment, checker room,
back into their native element this
etc,, of the community building.
season and will add that much to
Minor delinquencies, the police said,
the catch of Maine fishermen. Of
had fallen off sharply with the
the total probably a quarter of a
opening of the center.
million pounds will go out from
The judges, therefore took genu
the Penobscot County region, with
ine pleasure ln awarding the certi J I.iaeoln for a center for shipment,
ficate for community leadership to
eel traps are being set th$n
a paper that had achieved a real ac
ever before What Is probably the
complishment.
largest eel trap in Maine has Just
The Roekland Courier-Gazette
been located on the East Branch of
the Penobscot River at Grindstone,
about six miles north of Medway.
Stretched across the river this trap
is about 1000 feet long of “V" shapes
Hears Woman Major Who j to better control the current.
Should Be a General, Ro- I Boxes to catch the eels, two ln num
ber are at the point of the"V.” Hie
tarians Think
trap is at a shallow point and sunk
Major Julia C. Stimson, first to the river bed being fastened ln
j woman major of the U S Army place on poles. A man Is kept at
the trap at all times, during the
[ President of the American Associ
season to keep the boxes clear and
ation of Nurses, which association to rake out the eels.
; consists of 145,000 nurses and suG A. Achorn hands to The Black
J perintendents of American Nurse
Cat a copy of the Rockport News
■ Corps gave a most vivid account of
which he unearthed the other day.
her more than two years in Europe To the younger generation it will
during and after the great war. Her be news that Rockport ever had
story of how the women nurses such a publication. The copy shown
worked and suffered, as only wom to me was dated Feb. 24. 1893. and
was edited by my late and lamented
en can, what with sympathy and la
associate John W. Thomas, who was
bor to repair the wounded “so that for a long time connected with The
they might go back ana be torn Courier -Gazette in an advertising
and killed again" was soul thrilling, capacity, and who will be remem
and as the Major said, "God For bered in sporting circles as one of
the finest bowlers the State ever
bid” that we have another war.
She gave a most enlightening ac produced. That they had some
count of the different Nurse asso political troubles up there In those
ciations Including of course the days may be judged from this edi
great Red Cross which stands ready torial :
As the time passes It becomes
at a moment’6 notice to relieve dis
more and more evident that the dis
tress of any kind anywhere.
tribution of the Selectmen ts un
Major Stimson. it seems to the fair. Rockport village has one rep
Rotarians, ought to be a General resentative. so has West Rockport
and Glen Cove A minority of the
Instead of a Major.
board is not doing justice to the
There were 62 at the meeting, 58 village The business portion of the
of whom were Rotarians and four town should have at least two rep
were guests of Rotarians; 50 were resentatives. It ts in the village
Rockland members and eight were where the greater portion of the
valuation is represented and yet the
visiting Rotarians. The visiting minority valuation can rule the
members were, Charles A. Holden, majority. Let our friends In West
Hanover, N. H ; Elmer E. Matthews Rockport and Glen Cove be fair
this and do what is for the
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.;
R. Percy about
best interests of the town.
Schenck. Jersey Cfcy, N J., Delbert
O. Fuller. Tarrytown, N. Y.; Frank
Rockland had five banks at the
E Poland. Boston; H N. McDougall. time the "Old Directory," was pub
Portland; Al White, Everett, Mass.; lished; Limerock National capital
William M
Cullen, Lewiston. $122,000, George W. Berry president,
Guests of Rotarians were Frank W. T. H. McLain cashier; North Na
Fuller. Rockland; Sidney Copeland. tional. capital. $100,000; S M. Bird
Warren; George A. Hough, New president, E. F. Berry, cashier;
York and Harry A. Cox, Wellesley, Rockland National, capital, $150,000;
John S. Case president; O. Howe
Mass.
Wiggin cashier; Rockland Savings.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM E. H. Lawry president, Edward D.
Spear treasurer; Rockland Trust,
If I had my life to live again I would capita 1 $100,000, A. F. Crockett
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least president, C. M. Kalloch secretary. *

The Rotary Club

The eighth annual reunion of
the Kaler family was held Sunday
at the Mank farm in Walddboro
with a small attendance. A social
period was enjoyed after which an
entertainment and short business
meeting was called by the presi
dent, Mrs. Elizabeth
Yattaw.
Sympathy was expressed for John
Black, 24-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Black of Waldoboro
who is seriously ill at the Damari
scotta Hospital.
Mrs. Yattaw was elected presi
dent; Mrs. Lillian Wallace, treas
urer; Mrs. Earle Freeman, secre
tary. It was voted to hold the next
meeting the second Sunday ln Au
gust at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
Frank Yattaw In Wlarren. Mrs
Yattaw's cordiality is well known,
also her ability at baking beans,
factors which should materially af
fect the attendance next year.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Fitch, Llewellyn Yattaw and
family. Mr. and Mrs Rainey Gur
ney, Mr, and Mrs. Frank Yattaw,
Mrs. Marie Heath and family, Orren Black, Willis Boggs and Mrs. once a week The loss of these tastes
la a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin
Earle Freeman.

ously to play an important role in
Director McCabe's campaign to pre
vent accidents and save lives.
EXHIBITION OF
Early American Pressed Glass by
The Augusta Glass Club. “Broad acres,” Riverside Drive (AugustaWaterville, Highway, Route 201),
Aug. 23, 1938. 2 to 8 P. M. Ad
mission 25 ceifts,
100*11

GRAY
So many lovely things are gray.
Like twilight on a snowy day;
A fuzzy little kitten's paw—
A pale Jade Budda I once saw—
A curving pussy willow spray—
High In the Alps a Swiss chalet;
A snowbird screen made ln JapanIdeographs on a Chinese fan—
A quiet Virgin carved ln stone—
A naked tree standing alone;
Distant mountains capped ln white—
Shadows cast by candlelight—
A church's ever-reaching spires—
Ashes left from burned-out fires—
The harbor on a rainy day—
So many lovely things are gray.
—Helrose Lytle

One year ago: A desperate at
tempt was being made to save the
Deer Isle bridge project from go
ing Into the discard—Frank W.
Gorden, widely known Union busi
ness man. died.
Ralph Doherty is no collector of
“butts," but in this office yesterdxy
he completed smoking a cigar which
■was presented to him many years
ago by Henry Wall. It was a J.W.A,
a very popular smoker once manu
factured in this city.
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By grace are ye saved through Scarcity of Fish Raising
faith; and that not of yourselves:
Havoc With the Sardine
It is the gift of God. Eph. 2: 8.
Industry

Pirates Only Half a Game Behind St. George
For the Bok Prize

Deer Isle Bridge

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
These are times of trying and
changing conditions. New records
Work Going So Well That are being made in all walks of life
Completion Is Expected and. likewise, a new record is be
ing made in the history of the sar
Next April
dine industry on tlie coast of Maine.
When spring and summer came
Construction work, which began
late in February on the substructure to the shores of Maine, in other
of the P W.A-financed Deer Isle- years, along, too. came large schools
Sedgwick bridge, is nearing com of sparkling silver fish, or herring,
to be converted into sardines. This
pletion.
The project, it was estimated, is year the sardine industry from
about 60 percent, complete, while \ Portland
Quoddy is experiencing
erection of the structural steel on '•a dearth of fish- Such a scarcity
one main tower pier is well under-1 llas lwver happened before in the
way .according to James R. Gard history of the industry, which dates
ner. resident engineer inspector, from back in the 70's. To be sure
who is supervising this work for the there have been years with more
or less of a scarcity when tlie out
P.W.A.
Completion of this construction put would be below normal but
work, bridging Eggemoggin Reach, never before were any of the fac
will annex Deer Isle to the main tories completely idle for four or
five weeks, right in the middle of
land.
The work to date has involved the best fish conditions, without
many deep water difficulties and turning a wheel.
From the fishermen up through
has required much technical skill,
tlie
line there are usually approxi
constituting what is regarded as
one of the most notable projects in mately 25.000 people depending on
this industry for a livelihood, or a
the State.
The sub-structure consists of two large part of it. Right at this time
anchorages, seven piers and an these people, or most of them, are I
abutment at each end of the bridge only marking time. Boats and anx
The two main piers extend to a ious boatmen are at the wharves
depth of approximately 80 feet below patiently awaiting instructions The
tire surface of the water in Egge uneasiness of tlie employes, as they
moggin Reach to rock foundation make their Tegular calls and in
and extends 25 feet above tlie water quiries. is not to be questioned. To
these people these are certainly try
at mean tide.
The steel towers will extend 183 ing and depressing times, and, too.
feet above the main piers to a total tlie hungry look in the eye of the
height of 208 feet ahove the water saucy gull as he circles over, glides
The floor of the bridge will be sus down and then with a flip of his
pended from cables supported by tail is off in a surly depressed mood
these towers and which will be se- It is all so unusual.
curely anchored in large blocks of 1 The pack of sardines, to date, is
concrete at each end. The total hot quarter of what it was a year
span between the two main piers is; a^° a^ this time, and if conditions
1080 feet and the total length of do not change for the better very
the bridge will be 2471 feet. TTiere' soon other sections of the country
will be a clearance at the center cf I besides the coast of Maine will have
85 feet at high tide to the floor a spell of anxiety and some hungry
enough to allow a large craft to pass looking eyes How’ever. this devel
oping record on scarcity of fish is
through with ease.
A survey of the employment furn not man-made so we shall just
ished by this project shows that have to abide by the laws of nature,
over 100 men- have been employed or. in other words; “take it and like
at the site daily. Of this number 80 it,” and when the first opportunity
percent have been hired locally comes, try and make up for lost
L. A. Ment
through the Maine State Employ time.

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

by La Crosse 2. by Stahl 2. Double I
plays, D. Lord. Plaisted and Wads
worth; Winchenbach, Perry and
Ladd.
Umpires, Maynard and
Tripp. Scorer, Winslow.
Tlie Camden management has
signed up the Vinal Haven Chiefs j
for a game at Camden cn the after
noon of Sunday, Aug. 28. The
(
Chiefs who have been licking ali most everybody in sight will bring
I
.
. i
150 followers on an excursion, together with a band. Watch ycur
step, Camden!
• • • •

A Washington Boy
E.

Burnell Overlock Be
comes Assistant Principal
In Rhode Island

E. Burnell Overlock, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Overlock of Wash-

... tv
ington, who has been principal of
I sterling outfielder Dool Dail>. but
..
„ , ,
,
the Fairlawn-Lincoln school for
This afternoon—Waldoboro at St. “ * more than llkcly Uiat a deIec
ttle past ejght years has recently
tive field allowed the ball to roll
George.
been
notified by Supt. Smith that
through him and produce a score.
Sunday afternoon—Waldoboro at
•
Pitcher La Crosse boarded the
he has been elected assistant prinRockland (two games); Camden at
Waldoboro 10. Rockland 1
balloon in the last inning and filled
clpal of lie new Lincoln Junior
Thomaston (two games, first at
the bases with passes. Camden
His genial features wreathed in High School in Lincoln, R. I.
130).
, ,
. I put one man across, and was need- smiles. Manager George Boggs stood
Along with his many other school
Monday night
Rockland a
score to tie, when
Thomaston, St George at Camden
anagcr Frank Winchenbach called on the side lines at Community activities Mr. Overlock served as
Tuesday night—Camden at St. |a conference of war and substitu- Park last night, and saw his aug president of the Fairlawn-Lincoln
Oeorge.
j ted Chuck Ellis for the auburn mented Waldoboro team toy witli P.T A. as secretary of the Lincoln
Wednesday night — Camcen at haired youth who had been doing the Pirates.
Council of P.T.A. and president of
Waldoboro.
surprisingly well. Meantime Red
Three Boothbay Harbor players the Lincoln Teachers Association.
• • • •
Pendleton had made a remarkable proved valuable assets to the Lin
He is also active in Boy Scout work,
The Rockland Pirates miss Lee catch of Stahl's fly. and with the coln County contender, particularly
at present being Assistant District
Thomas, who was playing such a ; advent of Ellis in the box Plaisted the county's star pitcher. Rice. He
Commissioner of Blacksbone Valley,
brilliant game in the outfield. They was forced at second. Wadsworth allowed but six scattered hits, the
Narragansett Council Boy Scouts of
also welcome the return of Sam ! who had been doing yeoman serv- Pirates' one run coming in the
Maureen O’Sullivan and Robert Taylor in “The Crowd Roars”
America. Mr. Overlock is a grad
Glover, who has been playing with I ice at bat grounded to Winchen- fourth inning when Red Pendleton's
uate of Washington High School,
the Thomaston team the past two bach, and the victorious Pirates had single was followed by Ladd's
M. C. I. of Pittsfield and Washing
pulled themselves out of a tight double. Karl and Gross singled in
Robert Taylor plays his first prize- game, with Taylor as a pawn in thc seasons.
ton State Normal school of Machias;
• • • •
hole.
the last inning, but McLain took
fight role in "The Crowd Roars." shady manipulations of a gambling
has
spent several summers at Uni
Camden and Thomaston will play
Among the features of this fine care of Glover's fly and Pendleton
action-packed story of the modern I s>nd'cate.
versity of Maine in addition to ex
a
double-header
Sunday
in
Thomcontest
were
the
brilliant
double
grounded
out
to
Rice.
“The Crowd Roars" offers Taylor
tension work at Rhode Island Colprize ring, opening Sunday at the
The Waldoboro team made its
in the hardest-hitting role of his aston, the first game beginning at j play started by (Perry, a one-hand
..
,
' lege of Education and his manv
1.30.
' ■running catch by “Bar" Lord, the runs In groups, three
Strand Theatre for an engagement
each m tlie.........................
career as Tommy McCoy, the boy
• • ♦ •
' batting of Pendleton and Wads- i third and fifth and four in the friends in Maine and elsewhere will
of three days.
from the wrong side of the tracks,
be pleased to hear of his promotion.
At a meeting of the managers of worth and the fast work of thc I seventh.
Maureen O'Sullivan, who played who fights his way up from Lhe
the
Twilight
League
held
last
night
Sam
Glover
played
his
first
Camden
infield.
The
score:
opposite the star in "A Yank At slums to a- chance at the ligthtat the Maine Music Store, the last
i home game for the Pirates, acceptR<m kland
Oxford." is once again cast as Tay heavyweight championship
GLEN COVE
ab r bh tb po a e lng all of his seven chances, and
lors heroine in the new picture and
Three smashing bouts in the co!-' two games won by Waldoboro were
an exceptional cast of prominent crful setting of Madison Square disallowed and will have to be re McBride rf .... 4 1110 0 0 I making one of the team's six hits.
Mrs. I/>la Culver of Jacksonville,
screen names includes Edward Garden climax the eventful career played, owing to the fact that in W'bach. 2b ..... 3 1110 3 0 Perry, who has been starring for Fla., has been visiting her aunt.
Arnold as a racketeer, Frank Mor of the young fighter, who finds a eligible players were used. It is Pendleton, lf .. 4 2 3 5 4 0 0 j the home team all season, had an Mary Hall.
gan as Taylor's father, an ex battle with racketeers more serious I understood that Waldoboro will Ellis. 3b. p ...... 4 0 12 11 0 I off night, with a quartet of errors.
Mr. and Mrs. George Woodward
! contin“e in
88 a reor- Perry, ss ....... 4 0 2 2 2 4 1 j Catcher Burns was in fine form and family are in Brooksville for a
vaudeville "ham William Gargan. than his challenge for the title.
The screen play of "The Crowd Banized team..
as __
the ^Lockland baserunners few days.
Ladd, lb ........ 3 0 0 0 8 0 0 |1_
Lionel Stander and Jane Wyman.
Bucklin, c ....... 3 0 0 0 3 1 0 , learned to their sorrow. <
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hall of Saco
Based cn a story' by Oeorge Roars'1 is the work1 of Thomas
Bruce, author of "Navy Blue and Lennon. George Bruce and George
And at last we are able to pub- Lord, cf .......... 2 0 1 2 2 0 0
■ were callers Monday on C. E. Greg
The score:
Gold." the picture reveals behind- Oppenheimer. The picture was dl- lish the official standing, as fur La Crosse, p .... 3 0 110 0
ory enroute to Castine.
/ IValdcboro
Mrs Alton Wincapaw of Warren
the-scenec activities of the boxing rected by Richard Thorpe.—adv. \ nished after last night's meeting of \ Glover, 2b ....... 0 0 0 0 0 0
ab r bh tb po a e and E. B. Small of Camden passed
the managers:
W
L
PC.
30 4 10 14 21 10
Crowell, ss .... 5 112 0 3 0 last weekend at the Gregory' home.
.666
Camden
0 Mr. and Mrs Gregory in company
St. George ___ 6
3
Sprague, rf .... 5 2 2 3 0
•600 1
ab r bh tb po a e McLain, cf ..... 3 0 1
0 with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hewett
Pirates ____
6
4
0 ' called Sunday on William Thurston
•500 J Heal, ss ............ 3 1112 3 0 Burns, c ........ 4 10
4
How Cargo of Soap Caused Camden ............ 4
Waldoboro ....... 2
4
0 I in Freedom.
•333 Plaisted. 2b .... 3 1112
0 . Coomhs. lf ..... 4 2 1
the Loss of the Barque Thomaston .......... 2
Part 1
1 j Miss Adah Hall om Boston has
£
•285 Wadsworth, lb 4 0 3 4 12
0 ! Benner. 2b ..... 4 11
0 been spending a vacation with her
Fillibilloo
Belyea. If ......... 2 0 0 0 0
0 i Rice, p .......... 4 12
Technocracy originated in 1919 by
Waldoboro and Rockland will Richards, if .... 2
0 mother, Mrs. Mary Hall and sister
0
1
Bornheimer.
lb
4
2
2
Thorstein Veblem. distinguished
Rockland. Aug. 18.
play a double-header at Commun Lord. 3b ........ 3
0 ! Emily Hall.
1
|
McDougall,
3b
4
0
2
educator. Charles P Steinmetz of Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ity Park Sunday afternoon, the first
3
---------Electric. Howard Scott and
This is the strange tale of the C301* beginning at 2 oclock.
Bennett, rf ..... 3
0
37 10 12 14 21 11 1 Fk W bach, rf 2000000
of ColumWa university. A
J
Gross, p ........ 3 0 1 1 0 T 2
Weed,
c
..........
1
Fillibilloo" Capt. Ezekiel Tanner and
Rcckland
Rockland 4. Cainden 3
survey was made of the North
1
Stahl, p .......... 3
' 49er" days, as told by that old salt,
27 1 6 7 21 10 6
ab r bh tb po a e |
Maintaining their reputation of
Anurican continent and the same
my paternal grandfather.
"The
ment Service who have taken these
27 3 6 9 21 12 3 Glover, 2b ..... 4 0 113 4 0 Waldoboro ......... 0 0 3 0 0 3 4—10
. ,o «
ra-„b^. Capt
T.„„„
££2*2
men from the list of unemployed.
Rockland ............. 1 0 2 0 10 C—t, Pendleton, lf .. 4 11 1
1 3 0 0 Rockland ........... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0— I
throughout that territory.
T c crew of
men
from
Thursday night took the Camden Camden .............. 2 0 0 0 0 0 1—3 . Perry, ss .... 3 0 0 0 3 2 1! Two base hits, Ladd, Crowell,
The remaining 20 percent employed I
being skilled labor used in the op- |
Two base hits, Ellis. B. Lord. ' Ellis. 3b ......... 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 Sprague. Base on balls, off Rice 2.
n
and wgy sheUs< across in one of the best
Paid By North Haven Man facts gathered make it certain that |
eration of the highly specialized i
none of the political economic ideas. ,. , , , .
...
games of the season—certainly one Wadsworth. Three basehits, Ben- j Ladd, lb ....... 3 0 1 2 5 0 0 off Gross 1. Struck out, by Rice 7.
p
,
islands, laden with a general cargo,
To the Memory of Dr.
equipment required to do this work
manv of them introduced under
of the most interesting. The hand nett, Pendleton. Base on balls, off, Buckin, c ....... 2 0 115 2 0 by Gross 4. Umpires, Mosher and
Much employment has been pro- ]
Charles G. Weld
primitive conditions, could be used.,
°f which was a lar8" ful of Rockland fans in the Cam La Crosse 5. off Stahl 1. Struck out,1 Kar. cf .......... 3 0 1110 0 Barter. Scorer. Winslow.
North Haven. Aug 19
duced in the State in the produc- ,
consequently technocracy had to shipment of soap. I will skip or- den stands were highly elated with
tion of materials used in this con- | Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
enunciate a true policy of pro- dinary details of the voyage and ] the splendid showing made by their
To the citizens of North Haven, cedure. just as a technician would carry you to the main event,
etruction. For example all of the
representatives.
cement incorporated in this pro Maine:
do in placing a stalled machine to
after reaching latltude
The finish was a thriller, and
ject. approximately 60.000 bags, was
Aug. 20 is the birthday of the late maximum efficiency and produc- I ,
,
produced one "Chuck" Ellis in the
j North, we experienced a strange
purchased in tlie State of Maine; Dr. Charles G. Weld, who was one
role of a rescuing hero as the story
all the form lumber and timber, of the first of our summer friends |
wa& found (hat we have herc, commotion of the deep, as though will presently unfold:
comprising 250.000 board feet, were to locate on the island and bu..l a potcntiaj condition of plenty, plus the ocean were boiling, which InRockland drew first blood with
produced in the State of Maine; the fine estate_that now . tapdskilled workers—the finest in thwas a fact. We were directly singles by McBride and Perry, a
10.000 cubic yards of washed sand Iron Point. For many years he world—and also they found on the
sacrifice by Winchenbach and a
and gravel, which was necessary occupied this cottage and did so | other hand, millions of destitute ever a subterranean volcano and double by Ellis. Camden's answer
as a chip
for the concrete piers and anchor many generous things for the islanl hungry, tattered homeless people had the same experience
1
to that challenge was a pair of
ages, were produced near the site; people that his memory still lingen and insecurity in every walk of life : *n a kettle of boiling water. The scores with singles by Heal and
2500 tons of steel, which will be I jn the hearts of the people and for They found that notwithstanding i constant pitching and tossing finally Plaisted and a double by Wads
used in this project will have to be this I want to pay my tribute for industry has increased its man started the seams and we took much worth.
transported across the State of the North Haven people for this power 39 percent since 1930. power water, which required constant
The Pirates again took the driv
Maine by its railroads, trucks and most kind hearted and generous machinery has produced goods if!, pumping by the crew, until wc were
er's seat in the third on singles by
boats. Statistics show that for man who died ^6 years ago. Mans such abundance, that no longer can exhausted. This was bad enough. ] Winchenbach
and Perry and a,
every man employed elsewhere in sick people were cared for by him
purchasing power be maintained so but soon a new horror burst upon beautiful triple by Pendleton, net- i
the production and transportation and he helped in sending them to
us. The action of the hot water ting two scores.
as to support the profit system.
of the construction materials.
hospitals. Others were helped b/
Thus, a paradoxical situation , began to work on our shipment of
The Camden machine got out of
The total estimated cost of this giving them education. The flr*t namely, that the lack of purchasing soap, the result was—soap suds!
gear in the fifth and the Pirates
bridge is $970,000 and is being fi steamboat service was made pos power of approximately 20 million Oodles of it. First it oozed through
picked up what proved to be tho I
nanced by a PW.A. grant and sible by the steamer Sylvia which people make it impossible for both' the deck seams. We removed a
winning run, on three errors. One ■
money appropriated by the State of was built and given by him, which, big and little business to continue hatch, in order to jettison the soap,
of these is charged against that
Maine. The work is being done by we all remember was such an im under the enormous debt, interest1 but no living being could work In
the authority of the Joint Board provement over the old packet and tax load. Thus the price sys-1 such a mess. Soon there was a foot
Legal Notice
Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District. Greyhound. The'catboat fleet he ton fails because official managers : of soap suds on thc deck, then more
Tlie Merritt, Chapman & Scott Co.'- j designed and which was built by refuse to accept the evolution of a and more. The forecastle and cabin
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whcrea* Mary M Brown of Rockland,
poration of New York city are the ( Ossie Brown marked the beginning technological age. The economic were soon filled. The cook barriCounty of Knox and State of Maine,
contractors for the substructur?. of the racing fleet. Thc fine yachts
by her mortgage deed, dated December
condition of federal, state and caded himself in the galley but the 27.
1932 and recorded in the Knox Reg
The Phoenix Bridge Company cf that he came in—first the cutter
municipal governments are daily suds seeped in. and required super istry of Deeds. Book 226 Page 491. con
Phoenixville, Penn., are the con King Philip, then the Adeleter, then
veyed to the Rockland Loan & Build
becoming more serious because of human effort to effect his rescue. ing Association, a corporation legally
tractors for tlie superstructure.
the Malay, all were yachts that we profit in political positions over The cook was supposed to be a organized
and existing under .*he laws
Work on the bridge is progressing can picture and remember with
of the State of Maine, and located at
j negro but the action of the soap re- Rockland. In said Knox County, the
shadowing thc general welfare.
as scheduled and completion is ex pride as they steamed in and out
State and federal government I vealed to us a Caucasian, sans a following described real estate situate
ln said Rockland, together with the
pected by April, 1939.
of our harbor.
management is no different from ’ 30-year accumulation of grime. He buildings thereon, on the Old County
Many things could be told which General Motors, A. T. and T. and discarded his name—Spade— and Road, at the head of Cedar Street, and
bounded and described as follows, to
READ THIS WONDERFUL
SPEAKING OF FAMILIES
this wonderful man did to make other important concerns. If these was henceforth known as white.
wit:
BEGINNING at a stake and stones
life happier for others but words companies would not select efficient
Well, eventually we had to take on the Old County Road aforesaid, at
North Newcastle Mother. 29 Looks
cannot express them. I close bv men to keep the equipment on high to the boats and the sea having the southeasterly corner of land of
After Thirteen Children
heirs of Hanson Dean: thence south
expressing my deep and loving efficiency, how long would the gen subsided a little, we hove to at a westerly
by said road six rods and
... 96-poge Brookfield World-wide Stamp Album,
memory
of
this
dear
man.
links to stake and stones;
Mrs. Vernon Brown cf North
eral public receive thc service they safe distance to see the finish. The twenty-two
thence north twenty-nine degrees west
Herman W. Crockett.
200 Stamp Hinges, and a Packet of 55 genuine
Newcastle lays claim to being the
are entitled to, and In fact would soap suds boiled up to the height by land of Hanson Dean twenty-three
rods and seven links to stake and
youngest mother of tive largest
not have these major companies of the top sail yards. Then on the stones;
foreign Stamps, Free of extra charge with Moneythence north slxty-flve degrees
BOSTON HARBOR
OF COURSE I'M DELIGHTED
family in Maine.
been forced into insolvency long fourth day the barque sank, leaving east six rods and twenty-two links by
saver Coupon and 10c to cover mailing costs!*
the Achorn Cemetery to stake and
TO HELP BOB START HIS
Mrs. Brown, who is 29 years old,
ago? The comparison of efficiency on the ocean an immense mess of stones at land of the heirs of said
STAMP COLLECTION/
Rockland. Aug. 14
• What a chance to start a valuable Stamp Collec
has had 13 children. 11 of whom are
and inefficiency simply recites a soapsuds at least 40 feet high and Hanson Dean; thence southeasterly bv
said heirs’ land, twenty-three rods and
I'LL BUY SWIFT'S
tion, at next-to-nothinK cost! Here's a hobby tliat will
living. There are six girls and five Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
clear-cut case of cause and effect. 75 feet long.
eight links to the first bounds, con
give you lots of fun, and make you money, too. You’ll
BROOKFIELD BUTTER
Some time ago I wrote an article
taining
one
acre
more
or
less.
Thc
boys in the family, their ages
The profit system through false
be in good company collecting stamps, for kings and
Eventually we were picked up by above described property was inherited
BECAUSE IT HAS A
ranging from 13 years to five for your paper giving items of in information to the masses, has a Portugese ship, whose captain was by me from my late husband Elmer E.
presidents are among the 10,000.000 fans.
FlNE,ff/£WCff£A*l
terest. Among them I mentioned
Brown
Buy
a
pound
of
Swift
’
s
Brookfield
butter.
W
’
ritc
months.
made it impossible for an efficient attracted by what he thought was The said premises being the same
FLAVOR AND IS
your name and address on the Money-saver Coupon
When school opens in Septem Castle Island, Boston Harbor. A candidate on a specific platform, to
to Elmer R Brown (deceased)
SO DELICATELY
that comes in the carton and send it in with ten cents
the phenomenon of an iceberg in conveyed
few
days
later
I
received
a
nice
de

by
Alan
L
Bird
by
his
deed,
dated
ber, eight of the children will at
be elected to any county, state or equatorial waters. Wc never un Sept. 26. 1919. and recorded in the
to cover mailing costs. Money-saver Coupons can also
FRESH.
scription
of
"Fort
Independence."
be used to buy stamps at reduced prices.
tend. They have to go by bds for
national position, consequently the deceived him. Subsequently he re Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 183. Page
283. to which deed and record reference
one school is two miles from their As there was only the name and government operates on a basis
may be had for a more particular de
•For a limited time only. This offer applies only
home. They all take lunches in thc 110 address- 1 am asking you to ex- highly detrimental to the general ported having rescued the crew of scription of the premises hereby con
in Rockland and vicinity.
a
vessel
lost
in
collision
with
an
ice

veyed
.
•
-—
severe part of the winter, but on
,th/ough welfare.
And
whereas
the
condition
of
said
berg in Lat. 15° North, Long. 150’ mortgage has been broken:
good days, six of them come home the columns of your always interest
This is the first of four install East, in the vicinity of what is now
Now, therefore, by reason of the
■with their father for the mid-day ing paper. Hope I will receive ments explaining technocracy.
breach of the condition thereof, said
known as Wake Island. As his ac Rockland Loan & Building Assoclamore interesting articles concerning
meal.
E. E. Cassel.
count sounded as plausible as ours, gage. claims foreclosure of *sald mort
Mrs. Brown does all her own Boston Harbor. Thanks.
wc let it go at that.
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
Mrs.
O.
L.
B.
cooking, washing and sewing with
A dictionary of golfing terms is
land Loan & Building Association has
84
Waldo
avenue.
Ananias
Washington
JUST TRY SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD
caused this instrument to be sealed
the help of the oldest children in
to be published. It It's complete It
with its corporate seal and signed ln
BUTTER ON HOT BISCUITS
vacation, and finds it quite a prob
Its corporate name by Harry O. Gurdy.
8; Charles 7; Florence, 8; Mal will be banned.—Humorist.
its Secretary, thereunto duly author
... or a baked potato or oven-fresh bread! Swift's Brookfield
lem to keep them suitably dressed.
ized. this fifth day of August in the
colm 5; Barbara, 4; Janet, 3; KenButter is more delicious, because it’s made from really fine
Tire four oldest children belong
AT YOUR SERVICE
year of our Lord one thousand nine
"But surely tthe car's worth i
cream. Its quality is checked by experts. Swift & Company's
nison, five months.
hundred
and thirty-eight.
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
,to the Jefferson Juvenile Grange
something?
”
equipment for gathering choice cream, churning it, and
i (Seal)
Mr. Brown is 36 years old and is
No Job Too Large
where Irwin. 13, is on the executive
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
speeding tlie butter to dealers, is unequalled. Ask your dealer
"Well, perhaps I could allow you i
camp mechanic at the Jefferson
No Job Too Small
ASSOCIATION
for Swift’s Brookfield!
committee; Patricia, 11. is lecturer;
(Signed)
C.C.C. camp. The family lives in twopence for all that string the
LEIGHTON’S
Harry O Gurdy
Charlotte, 10. is Ceres, and Muriel
spare
wheel's
fixed
on
with."
—
Pear

an eight room house about two
Secretary.
THE WORLD’S LARGEST-SELLING BUTTER
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
9, Ss Pomona.
; I
94-5-wo
son'S.
'
The other children are Robert, mile? from the camp.
Coming Games

Technocracy

A Strange Tale

A Deserved Tribute

KIDS .’...HAVE FUN... MAKE MONEY...
Collecting Valuable Stamps!

* SZr,»G STAMPS IS
C0UeCH£ FUN...AHP

MAKES/te
MONET

SPECIAL OFFER!
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING

EVENTS

CAST

THEIR

SHADOWS BEFORE”
Aug 21—Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis 8trlng Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug 21-Waldoboro-Annual summer
nervier at German Lutheran Church.
Aug 22 —Camden- Return engage
ment of Yale Puppeteers at Opera
House
Aug 22 ( 7.30 p. m.)—Republican
rally on the Oourt House lawn
Aug 23—Open Garden Club meeting
et Community Building.
Aug 23 —Warren— Tennis tourna
ment at Community court.
Aug. 24—Annual State Field meeting
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum, will celebrate
Quarter century anniversary of Its
founding
Aug 24—School of Instruction ln
Rockland. District 12. OES.
Aug. 24—Farm Bureau auto tour.
Aug. 24—Boxing exhibition at thc
Potato Bowl
Aug 25 — Midsummer membership
meeting of Knox County Fish and
Game Association at Congregational
parish house In Camden.
Aug 25—Tenants Harbor—Sliver tea
at “The Crags ' benefit Jackson Library
Aug. 26—Vlnal Haven -Musical com
edy "Stepping Along” at Memorial hall,
auspices Union choir.
Aug 29—Camden—Cecelia Loftus ln
Impersonations at Opera House.
Aug. 30—Annual meeting of Three
Quarter Century Club at Capitol Park.
Augusta
Sept. 2—Vlnal Haven—American Le
gion fair at Memorial hall.
Sept 12—State election
Sept. 13—Miriam Rebekah Lodge an
nual fair at Odd Fellows hall.

A Townsend Tour

FOR A DELICIOUS SUNDAY MEAL

Newell Finds Favor With
Local Audiences and Is
Smitten With Maine

Drive Out To

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

Charles M. Newell, national rep
resentative of the Townsend move
ment, accompanied by Mrs. Newe'l.
U. S. ROUTE 1, SOUTH WARREN
Albert Giles, chairman of the Na
tional .Youth Administration, and
Specializing in Full Course
•Mrs L. Halloway, sec. of the speak
ers' bureau. Ohio, are completing a
series of meetings in Maine's sec
ond district in the interest of Hon
Cyde H. Smith, candidate for reReal Home Cooking You’ll Relish
clection to Congress, who is in
Served Every Sunday, 12 to 7 P. M. —85 Cents
dorsed by National Headquarters
because of the fine stand he has
taken for bill H. R. 4199 now await
ing passage by Congress. Enthusi
An asphalt walk is being laid on
All officers of the Eastern Star are astic meetings have been held in all
Summer street, from Broadway to requested to meet at the Temple the larger cities and towns, includ
the ledge
Sunday at 2 o'clock for an import ing Rockland and Cainden. Today
ant rehearsal.
Mr. Newell will speak at 2 p. m. in
Among those who were granted
Belfast City Park, where the Townconditional driving licenses Thurs
The WPA grant of $20,000. which
day was Winfield W. Knight of1
the town of North Haven is apply
Rockport.
ing to the federal government for,
Odd Fellows will meet at 1.30 j will be used in the construction of
COMING REUNIONS
Saturday at I.O.OF. hall to attend a public library if the funds are
Aug. 21—Light family at Lookout
services for their late brother, received.

station In Jefferson.
Aug 24—Shibles family at K. P. hall,
Thomaston.
Aug 24 — Payson-Fogler families at
G. L. St. Clair's. Crescent Beach.
Aug 30—Carroll-Norwood families at
cottage of Elmer E. Jameeon, Sr.
Friendship
Aug. 31—Whitmore family at Grange
hall. Pulpit Harbor.
Aug 31—Kalloch family at home of
A D Kalloch. Hight etreet. Thomaston.
Aug. 31—Kalloch family at home of
Arthur D. Kalloch. High street. Thom
aston.
Aug 31—Hills family at home of
Arthur Grinnell, Camden
Aug 31-Sept. 1—Owls Head—Play.
' Polly Wants a Cracker" at Town Hall.
Sept 3—Leadbetter family at North
Haven Grange hall

The stores of H. H Crie & Co
and the Crie Hardware Co. will
close from 2 to 3 p . m today during
Uie funeral of Harry W. French.
Rockland City Band plays tomor
row at Belfast City Park. Next
Sunday the combined bands will
present a concert in Rockland.
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CHICKEN OR DUCK DINNERS

Harry W. French.
While on his annual vacation
which he spent principally in
Whitefield, N. H. Mil Hary made
a trip over the aerial railway.

What appeared to be four minia
ture tomatoes were deposited upon
the editor's desk this morning by
R. Waldo Tyler These tomatoes
were potato balls picked in George
Phantom's garden at The Keag.

Corinne Esther Edwards fell at
Crescent Beach one day this week
Former Congressman E. C. Mo
cutting herself quite badly on pieces ran. Jr., now a member of the U. S.
of glass. A number of stitches Maritime Commission, arrives to
were taken by Dr. Soule.
morrow from Washington, D. C„
joining his wife and son for a fort
A granite culvert 4x5 feet, and 54
night's vacation. Since leaving
feet long is being built across BallyRockland important government
hack Creek, the expense being borne
business has called him to the West
jointly by the towns of ;Owl’s Head
Coast and the Hawaiian Islands.
and South Thomaston, and under
the direction of Supervisor Adin L.
Golden Rod Chapter, OES. will
Hopkins.
hold a School of Instruction next
Tomorrow Townsend Club No. 1 Wednesday with Mrs. Gertrude
of Damariscotta has a field day at Boody, deputy grand matron, ln
Clark Cove. The speakers will be charge. Several grand matrons
Congressman Clyde H. Smith, ex- and other grand officers will be
Gov. Brann and Albert Giles of present, the sessions beginning at
Chicago All Townsend Clubs and 10 a. m. and continuing through
the afternoon. The local chapter
the public are invited.
will serve dinner at noon.
The guest preacher at the Con
gregational Church tomorrow will
Miriam Rebekah Sewing Circle
be Rev. Madison Hart, minister of will meet Tuesday afternoon at the
the Danville Christian Church, home of Mrs. Addie Brown to sew
Danville, Kentucky. Mr. Olds is for the fair that will be held Sept.
with his regiment, the 152d Field 13. The chairman requests that all
Artillery, at Fort Ethan Allen, Ver who can bring materials and also
mont.
ideas for holders. Picnic supper

utc

a

SERMONETTE
Ezekiel's Commission

It was a strange and solemn
commission God
gave Hts
prophet. Out of the North a
whirlwind; in its midst God.
Ezekiel, prostrate, heard the
voice of the One Who spoke,
“Son of man, stand upon thy
feet and I will speak unto thee."
The spirit entered into me
and sat me upon my feet and I
heard him and he said unto me.
"Son of tian, go unto the house
of Israel and speak unto them.
For thou art not sent to people
of strange speech and of a hard
language whose words thou canst
not understand."
Had I sent thee to them they
would liave harkened into thee,
but Israel will not harken unto
thee for they will not harken un
to me. Pear them not, neither
be dismayed. Just tell them
"Thus saith the Lord God;
whether they will hear or forbear"
Ezekiel says, "I went in bitter
ness. but the hand of the Lord
was strong upon me."
So many of us rebel when we
are moved by the spirit within
us, which we call conscience. We
serve God readily when it is easy
so to do, but bitterly when the
hand of the Lord falls strong
upon us. And what, after all,
did God ask of Israel? What he
asks of us today, "Turn your
selves from all your transgres
sions; so iniquity shall not be
your ruin.” "For why will ye
die? For I have no pleasure in
such death wherefore turn your
selves and live.”
So God’s flaming angel often
sits across our path to turn us
lest we die.—William A Holman

sendites are holding a big field day.
Congressman Smith will also be on
the program. Tonight the party wi'.l
go to Waldoboro and hold a meeting
in the Grange hall, winding up one
Charles Lake and Elmo Crozier
of
the greatest Townsend campaigns
have been transferred from the
Rev. J. W. Ames of Union will
ever held in Maine.
Rockland district of the New Eng
,
preach tomorrow at 3 o'clock at
This
ts
the
party's
first
visit
lo
land Telephone Company to the
this State which ranks high ln their Holman Memorial chapel. Ingraham
Aroostook division.
*
favor, for its scenic beauties and Hill.
• • • •
hospitality. Their visit has includ
Col Basil H. Stinson member of
At
St.
Peter's
Church (Episco
ed
a
tour
of
Camden
and
Cadillac
Gov. Barrows' staff . today goes
mountain and many other places pal) Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector, the
with His Excellency to Vermont
of interest in this part of the State. services for tomorrow will be appro
where on Sunday there will be an
! Mr. Newell was greatly impressed priate for the tenth Sunday after
inspection of the 152d Field Artil
; by the Bok Amphitheatre and de Trinity. Matins at 7.10. Holy Comlery Regiment.
clared that it was the most beau h. Anion at 7.30. and Holy Eucharist
Any member of Rockland High
tiful setting for a lecture that he and sermon at 10.30. Vespers at
will be served, (those attending to
7.30 p. m.
School, class of 1910, (whether or
Raoul Deslaires of Biddeford
had ever seen.
♦ ♦ • •
not a graduate i who wishes to at pleaded "not guilty'' when arraigned bring dishes and silver and those
It was estimated that 1000 people
tend the reunion to be held Tuesday- Thursday before Judge Dwinal on not solicited please bring sweets.
At the Congregational Church to
heard him deliver a one hour and
night at Beach Inn. Lincolnville, is a drunken driving charge. Convic
20 minute lecture and wanted moro. morrow the service of public wor
Mrs. Alice Fernald has resigned '
asked to communicate with Mrs. tion was followed by a fine of $100
A record audience heard Mr. Newell ship is at 10.30 and the guest
her position as cashier at the Cen- 1
Kathleen O'Hara. 80 Park street.
and costs or 30 days in jail. He
at K P hall last night. After the preacher will be Rev. Madison Hart,
tral telephone office. She has been
was committed. County Attorney
Damariscotta field day at Clark's D. D. minister of the Christian
Appleton will be a Republican Jerome C. Burrows appeared for in the employ of the New England Cove Sunday the party will leave church at Danville. Ken Musical
Telephone and Telegraph Co. since
mecca next Wednesday night when the State.
for Cleveland with the same impres support of the service will be ren
1917, serving first as operator at
at 6 p. m. a meat supper will b”
sion that all visitors have aft-r dered by the mixed quartet with
served in the Community . hail
The yacht Quandra of Scituate. the Belfast exchange, when her touring this beautiful State.
Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ.
With it will be all of the nice fixtn s N. Y„ has been anchored in Mussel father Eugene R. Spear was mana
• • • •
including those famous Appleton Ridge Channel this week while ger. She came to Rockland 10 years
Weekend
services
of the Salva
News was received here yesterday
pies, all for 35 cents. A rally will Herbert Arnold and William Hop ago and continued as operator two
tion Army will be in charge of the
of
the
death
of
George
Vinal
which
follow.
kins of New York and Walter Ki- years, then being promoted to
occurred in Boston Thursday night. Corps cadets in the absence of
anis of Brockton, Mass., have been cashier a position in which she has
Funeral services will be held in Capt. Simonton and Lieut. Phelan
Boynton Oil & Motor Co. will spending a few days with Mr and served with much efficiency.
Vinal Haven Sunday afternoon at who are attending the Conference
at Old Orchard Beach. Mrs. Stan
open Tuesday at 118 Park street Mrs Wendell Thornton at the Flint
3
o'clock.
The Rockland Pirates play at
cottage, Holiday Beach.
ley will conduct the services. The
handling Jenny gasoline and prod
Community Park tonight In the
Home League will carry forward
Capt. Keryn ap Rice will be the
ucts. making a specialized feature The
midsummer
membership first floodlight game ever staged in
the Thursday night meeting and
this
section.
Their
opponents
will
■
entertainer at the Lions Club meet
of Jenny's famous solvenized gaso meeting of the Knox County Fish
next Sunday Adj. Stone of the Bos
be
the
New
York
Colored
All-Stars.
|
ing
next
Wednesday.
The
follow

line. A free demonstration will be and Game Association will be held a team of very fast and snappy ball
ing week. Aug. 31. Carroll B. Skillin ton campaign Dept. will be thc
at the Congregational parish house
speaker.
—
given Tuesday when cars will be
players.
The
only
white
man
in
the
of
Portland will be the speaker, his
in Camden next Thursday night.
• • • •
lineup
is
the
third
baseman
who
is
i
processed with an application of Joseph Stickney, supervisor of
topic "Hobbies."
At the Littlefield Memorial
the solvent identical with that used wardens in the Inland Fisheries and listed as Mick Altrak's only rival as
Church
Sunday, the pulpit will be
The game
in Jenny's solvenized gasoline. Game Department, will show his a baseball comedian.
Gov. Barrows and Congressman supplied by Earl Achorn of Rock
starts
at
9.15.
Time
enough
to
do
Smith, accompanied by the Repub- port. with morning worship at 10.30
This process is absolutely harmless latest pictures in technicolor. Mrs.
Wadsworth will do the catering your shopping and see a very good lcan county candidates, will visit having special music.
Church
to the motor, dissolving the gums
Due to heavy expenses which the exhibition. The second baseman of the Ramsdell and Underwood sar i School will meet at 11.45. and at 6
which hold the carbon and allow
Association has incurred of late, the the colored aggregation is the dine factories Monday forenoon, and o'clock Christian Endeavor rpeets.
ing the discharge of the carbon
treasury has reached an all-time player tried out by the New York at half past 12 will be in Warren followed at 7.15 by Praise service
through the exhaust as dust The
low. it is important that dues Giants.
Dinner will be served at the Knox and sermon. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
public is cordially invited to avail
should be paid. Members who are
Hotel, after which the party will mond Pendleton will sing a duet
itself of this free service Tuesday
Rockland Society tor the Hard cf visit Camden and Rockport. In the
in arrears should send their dollars
j Prayer meeting Tuesday night at
at the Boynton company garage,
to the secretary. Mtss Lenore Ben Hearing had a picnic Wednesday af evening there will be a general rally 7.30.
118 Park street, opposite St. Bern
the home of Mrs. Bessie Hewett. on the Court House lawn at 7.30.
• • • •
ard’s Church. Watch Tuesday’s ner.
Camden street. A tempting picnic
"Mind"
is
thc
subject of the Les
Courier-Gazette for announcement,
You can t insult a flapper by say dinner, cards and a social afternoon
son-Sermon that wil be read in all
Under
the
direction
of
Supervisor
—adv.
ing she hasn't a thimbleful of were enjoyed by 14 members and t wo Adin L. Hopkins laborers are fin j churches of Christ, Scientist, on
brains. She doesn't know what a guests. Greetings were read from ishing the last piece of unimproved I Aug. 21. The Golden Text is: "Be
Lawn mowers sharpened. Called
Mrs. Madeline Young, national
thimble is.-8tray Stories.
highway between West Rockport hold. God is mighty, and despiseth
for and delivered. John L. Beaton,
president of the American Society
and
Warren. It is a surface treat not any: he is mighty in strength
65 Oliver St., Tel. 421-W.
98-100
for the Hard of Hearing Those
BURN
ed graveled road. All of the re and wisdom" (Job 36: 5). Thc cita
t, Rockland, Aux 18. to Mr attending
were Mrs. Freeman
maining improved road in that lo tions from thc Bible include the
William A Main (Marlon
Martha Lee’s Book Of Selected
Brown. Mrs. Gladys Thomas. Mrs.
ujghter- Joyce Elaine
cality has been tarred except for follqwing passages: “O thc depth
Recipes Free with the August 21st
-At Knox Hospital. Aug. 14. Mary Veazie. Mrs Flora Lovejoy,
half a mile in Rockport which will
d
Mrs
Cecil
Witham
of
NewBoston Sunday Advertiser. Recipes
Mrs. Clara Crockett, Mrs. Lizzie
be tarred next season. That will
from everywhere—all tested by Mar
Haines. Mrs. Hussey, Mrs. Alfred
provide a complete tarred road be
tha Lee. New recipes and old fash
MARRIED
Haynes, Miss Maude Marsh, Mlss
ioned ones, with menu suggestions.
vood-Nightingale — At Kock'*"?' Laura Sylvester, Miss Annie Frye, tween No. 1 in Rockport to No. 1 in
18
bv
Rev
Herman
R
WlnchenWarren, incidentally a saving of six
Get your copy with the Aug. 21st
h. Burr Victor Atwood and Dorothy Miss Hope Grecnhalgh and Mrs.
miles for those who traverse it.
Nightingale,
both
of
Bucksport.
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
100*lt
Blanchard Orne of Thomaston.
nohue-SUples—At Minturn. Aug
by Rev George Bailey. Maurice Special guests were Mrs. Charles
Located At Wildwood
Boynton Oil & Motor Co. will
>hue of Blanchard and Elinor Weeks, formerly of Rockland, now
les of (Minturn.
open
Tuesday
at
118
Park
street
Ballard
Park, Rockport
DENTAL NOTICE
of Newtonvile, Mass., and Mrs.
For the present make appointments
handling
Jennv
gasoline
anti
prod

IN MEMORIAM
Faith Berry.
for Tuesdays and Fridays
In loving memory of Maurice L Hilt
ucts. making a specialized feature
Mrs. James Tolman
Tel. 415-W
who passed away Aug. 21. 1937.
of Jenny's famous solvenized gasoDR. J. H. DAMON, DENTIST
"One year has passed 6lnce that sad
ROCKVILLE, ME.
day.
Over Newberry's
i
line.
A
free
demonstration
will
be
97*39
When one I loved was called away.
100-101Ttf Time
takes away the edije of grief.
1 given Tuesday when cars will be
But memory turns back every leaf
i processed witli an application of j
His wife, Marie
100-lt
I the solvent identical with that used
WILLING WORKER
I in Jeriny’s solvenized gasoline.!
CARD OF THANKS
WANTS A JOB
This
process
is
absolutely
harmless
j
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors, and the Fond-du-lae Chap
I am very anxious to secure
J to the motor, dissolving the gums,
ter. O E S.. for thc kindness shown us.
work at once. Electrician, any
and the beautiful flowers sent, at thc
I which hold the carbon and allowwork of a mechanical nature,
I death of our mother and grandmother,
I ing the discharge of the carbon j driving car or truck, in fact any
Mrs Helen G. Bowes.
Ambulance Service
! through the exhaust as dust. The
I Mrs. Florence Butler and Jack Web
thing.
Could work for small
MORTICIANS
ber.
wage If a bit of time were avail
public is cordially invited to avail
South Braintree, Mass.
Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
itself of this free service Tuesday able
urday to allow present small job
Ambulance Service
CARD OF THANKS
RUSSELL
at the Boynton company garage, to be continued.
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and appreciation to the Tenants Har
FUNERAL HOME
118 Park street, opposite St. Bern
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
bor softball team with other out of
WILBUR W. STRONG
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ard’s Church. Watch Tuesday's
town teams, and all of my friends, for
48 GRACE ST„
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND,
ME.
the
many
kindnesses,
and
lor
the
bene

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Courier-Gazette for announcement
TEL. 19-W
fit games.
98-tf
119-tf
' •
Hazelton MoLaughlln
—adv.
.

“GIFT COTTAGE”

FOR SALE

BURPEE’S

Tenants Harbor,

ews

of the riches both of the wisdom
and knowledge of God! . . . For of !
him. and through him. and to him.,
are all things:"’ (Romans 11: 33, 36). [
• • • •
At First Baptist Church, Sunday.'
the guest preacher. Rev. John R.1
MacGorman, of the Caribou Bap
tist Church, speaks on “Putting
Christ Into Christianity" and "Let
Us Build A New World," the serv
ices beginning at 10.30 a. m. and
7,73 p. m., respectively, with Ches
ter Wyllie of Warren as vocal solo
ist. The church school, with classes
for all ages, convenes at noon. The
young people's Christian Endeavor
service at 6.30 p. m. will be led by
Charles Ellis, a student of Wheaton
(Ill.) College. Tuesday the prayer
meetings are at 12.05 p. m„ for men.
in the corner building, for 20 min
utes, and for the church, to which
I everyone is welcome, at 7,30 p. m. in
thc Summer street vestry. The
young people will have charge of
thc latter, the topic being "Gems
from God's Word."

HEATING
Delco Boiler-Burner Unit
Delco Oil Burner with Roto-Power Unit

The New Delco Coal Stoker
Automatic Oil Burning Heat Circulators
a size for every home

Allow us to make a Heating Survey of your Home
FREE
All jobs carefully engineered to insure

Economical Operation

PARKER E. WORREY

HARRY W. FRENCH

65 PARK STREET,
The death Wednesday morn
ing of Harry W French marked the
passing of one of Rockland s best
known and best liked citizens.
The deceased .was 'a native of
Lincolnville, born May 8. 1872. son
of Capt. Samuel and Mary (Gard
ner) French. He became a resident
of Tliomaston at the age of 15, and
there was married to Lizzie Comery
Aug. 29. 1894
The hardware business was des
tined ito be his Hie vocation. He
first entered the employ of the
late Cornelius Doherty for whom
he worked 12 years. He was then
employed three years at Fred I.
Lamson's store in Stonington From
there he went to Bangor as a
member of the staff of the Dickey
Hardware Co. Returning to Rock
land he entered the employ of the
Rockland Hardware Co. and at thetime of his death had been em
ployed for a number of years by the
Crie Hardware Co.
Mr French's death is an espe
cially severe blow to the (Rockland
Odd Fellows whom he had served
so faithfully over a long period of
years. He was a past noble grand
of Knox Lodge land past chief pa
triarch of Rockland Encampment
and was secretary of both at the
time of his death. He was also a
Modern Woodman
He was a staunch and lifelong
Democrat and his popularity with
the voters found expression when
he was elected alderman from the
iron-clad
Republican
precinct,
Ward 3.
Mr. French is survived by his wife,
a son. Gardner L. French; a daugh"
ter, Mrs. Bernice Freeman; a sister
Mrs. Lena Beverage of Stockbridge,
Mass. Mrs. Ella McMillan is the
only surviving aunt in a family of
12.
Funeral services will be held at
2 o'clock this afternoon at Mr.
French's late residence on Rankin
street.

Away Below Normal
The Word From Eastport
Concerning Season’s De
layed Sardine Pack

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 26-W
100-101

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
You will then be entitled to borrow, with proper security, from

the Association. All these dollar payments, with liberal dividends
are returned to you when the loan Is repaid.

Loans are made on

Home Mortgages in Rockland and vicinity on the Direct Month
ly Reduction Plan.

Each payment reduces the interest charged:

also the balance due on the mortgage.

position.

It Ls an interesting pro

There are several plans, one of which will meet your

requirements.

Please call and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURE!* BY LISTFD STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

TOStf

SEAPLANE
ROCKLAND
8.00 A. M.
*3.00 P. M,

5.30 P. M.

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.15A. M.
8.25 A.M.
3.15P. M.
3.25 P.M.

• Except Sunday, when this trip lear.6:
5.45P. M.

5.55 P.M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86

An Eastport despatch says: With
the season sardine pack ol Maine
canneries about 750.000 cases below
normal, packers are looking ahead
to the receipts of smaller herring if
the usual output of the factories Is
to be equaled this year. There Is
no question that the general scar
city of herring plus the absence of
the smaller sizes, has had an ad
verse effect on local plants and
those along Maine's eastern coast
line. Receipts of oil pack herring
is the only salvation for Quoddy’s
rardlnc industry, it ls believed In
many quarters.
Already come reports that one
Canadian factory has ceased opera
tions for the time being, due to thc
prevalence of large herring -too
large for packing purposes under
almost any conditions. This plant,
the H W Welch Company, Ltd , of
Deer Island, although not of as
large capacity as many American
plants, has a payroll that will be
greatly missed among the islanders.
This over-supply of large herring
has resulted in the production of
greater than thc normal amouit of
fish oil. at least. This, plus the
fact that herring arc very fat this
season has increased the oil output
The oil Is pressed from the fish as
a part of the process of manufac
turing fertilizer; it Ls then refined
and during this process the fish
odor is removed. The oil is then
shipped to St. Stephen and other
points and used in the manufac
ture of soap.
Tlie great difference in thc price
paid by Canadian and American
packers to the weirmen is one cause
say experienced observers of thc
scarcity of herring in Washington
County plants.
Latest reports are that packers
on the other side are buying out
right by thc hogshead and paying
eight dollars while eastern Maine
packers are buying on the "packout" plan which amounts to about
four or five dollars per hogshead.
In some instances, less than 20
cases of sardines have been packed
out of a hogshead of herring re
ceived

This means a very low price to
the weirmen and a great wa$te of

NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME,

64Stf

fl«h. although this waste ls turned
into fertilizer.
Old hands at the game figure that
it is all up with the sardine busi
ness for Quoddy this season if her
ring of the oil pack type do not
strike this month. Tills size of fish
should pack out at least 30 cases
to the hogshead as against half
that number In certain receipts ol
the larger herring

During hot weather, cows inay
drink 80 percent more water than
usual Water is used In cooling the
body and enables thc cow to toler ■
ate thc heat better.

• a • •

CHECK COSTS HERE

After all. costs must enter into
the consideration of a Monu
ment's purchase. It Is in this es
sential detail that you will find
our suggestions valuable We are
concerned with providing most
Memorials lor thc money. Most
value for patrons, means wider
patronage, for ps.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
UfC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
43Stf

More than 6.000 boys and girls
are members of Maines 525 boy's
and girl's 4-H clubs this year. Their
emblem is a four leaf clover with
an “H" on each leaf. Tlie “H's"
stand for the four square develop
ment of head, health, heart, and
hand.
• • • •
"Everything that wears feathers"
will be on display when poultrymen
Irom all parts of the world gather
at Cleveland for the World's Poult-..
Congress, July 28 to August 7, 1939
Congress officials say that presen.
plans call for thc exhibitions of rep
resentative specimens of every
known variety of bird.
• • • •
Specialists connected with the
New York State College of Agri
culture are trying to develop a new
variety of potatoes having immunity
from late blight. They already have
seedlings which show considerable
immunity to the disease. These
seedlings are grown from commer
cial stocks crossed with wild species
secured from Mexico
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. William Porter mo
tored here recently from Ansonia,
Conn., where they have been visit
ing friends. Mr Porter will return
to Connecticut in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. William Newburn
of Oradell, N. J , have Joined their
son William who has been making
several weeks' visit with his aunt,
Mrs. Sherman Jameson.

EAST WALDOBORO

Every-OtKer-Daf
EAST WASHINGTON

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bailey of)
Miss Gertrude Lord of Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner, Misses South Dartmouth, Mass., arrived I
i .izzie Winslow and Winnie Wins Monday for a two or three weeks
Latrst nrws from Lincoln County towns collrctrd by our diligent cor5
16 ii
low of Warren were callers Wednes stay at the "Little Brown House"
rrspondrnts. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
M
7
2
5
b
8
9
12
13
1
which
was
recently
occupied
by
day at Oeorge Benner's and at L.
IU
15
the Misses Moore and Mildred
ib
L. Mank's.
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somer Brookline, Mass , are passing sev
Bailey.
Mrs. J. L. Flanders, Miss Marian
ville, Mass., is guest of her aunt, eral weeks at the home of Mrs.
17
18
19
Vincent Overlook is in Belfast this '
Nellie Wade.
Flanders, Burnell Mank and Henry
Miss Elizabeth Genthner.
sw
week
visiting
his
mother
Mrs.
Irene
1
lives attended the Nazarene meet
Rev. and Mrs. Horace Taylor oi
Chester Benner is having a 15-day
20
21
22
ings in Union two nights recently. Overlock.
vacation from his duties as Janitor Wilton have been recent visitors
YW
The Allen Ripley's are employed!
1
2.4
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Black and
here.
Miss Nellie Davis is in Bath for
at the post office.
son Charles of Wollaston, Mass., raking blueberries on the mountain
a
week's
visit
with
friends,
Mr and Mrs Roy Dicken and twin
Mr and Mrs. Eldon Delong and
is zb
2ft
27
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas for Stanley Powell.
29 30 31
H E Keywood of Rockland was a
Mrs. John (Levesque of Port Fair- daughters, Norma and Nema, hav?
Black.
| oeorge Gardiner of Belfast was a
52
3b
field are visiting Mr. and Mrs. James returned to Dana, Ind. after a visit business caller Friday in this town.
John Standish of Revere and Mae business caller last Saturday at Roy i
33
35
Nider of Beverly. Mass., are visitors
with Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack.
Wood
wY
Mr. and Mrs Otis Monroe were
at Mrs. Nellie Reever's Mr. and j L‘8hl s
37
3ft
40
39
The annual picnic of Wiwurna visitors last weekend at the home of
41
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hayes,
W W Light spent last weekend
Mrs. Charles Robinson of South
W
James Stearns of Wollaston and Chapter. OES., will be held Aug. Mrs. Orin Burns.
Warren were callers Sunday at the with Mrs. Light at the home of
4^
43
42
44
4b
John Shuman have been guests ten 30 at the Weston cottage in Bremen.
Reever home.
William Maynard and Calvin
their daughter Mrs. Arthur Leigher
Mrs.
I.
R.
Lenfest
has
returned
to
Mrs.
Harry
Mank
and
Mrs,
Leslie
days at the Feyler cottage, Back
Maynard of East Milton, and Spruce
ln North Burkettville.
49
50
47
51
Presque Isle after passing several
Logan accompanied Clarence Fos
Cove.
Head visited recently at Kathryn * g
Mr. and Mrs. C E. Overlock were
ter. Mrs. Mae Smith and Miss Ber
weeks with her son, Dr. Stanley
w
53
Samuel Wadsworth and family of
Jameson's.
tha Smith of East Boston, Mass, in Jefferson Sunday also at Moody's
Lenfest and Mrs Lenfest.
w
Owls Head are occupying an apart
en
route
to
Ash
Point
from
Parker
Cabins
where
they
enjoyed
lunchMrs. Scott Carter and son Donald,
Mrs Atwood Levensaler and Mrs.
55 5b 57
58
Head and called at L. L. Mank's ! eon.
ment in the H. I. Eugley house on
Mary Wade have been spending sev Mrs. Dwight Wotton and children
Harry D Mank and grandsons
Mrs. W. M Prescott and Eugene
Main street.
b>
b2
bO
bft
eral days at the Levensaler cottage. Priscilla and Elliot and Mrs. Allison
Donald Logan and Leo Hamel were
ham recelved
£ad news
Mr. and Mrs Asa Buskey and son
Wotton
were
in
Waldoboro
for
an
Back Cove.
callers Friday afternoon, Mrs. I
„
,
Paul and Douglas of Fitchburg,
b5
64
bb
Mank and Mrs. Logan returning last Saturday of the death of their
The Community Garden Club will ' evening recently,
Gene Autry and Smiley Burnett
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Buskey sis
cousin Chester Vannah of Dam
to Parker Head with them.
hold its annual picnic Monday it
Mrs Gertrude Oliver spent a day in “Sagebrush Troubadors."—adv.
b?>
b9
ters, Mrs. Harold P Perry and Mrs. pleasant, at 6 o'clock at the summer recently with Mrs Blanche Wallace _____________________
Mr. and Mrs George Finney of ariscotta
Rockland were at Harry McIntire's
Crosby Hobbs of Camden and
Arthur Brown.
! home of Mrs. Stuart Hemingway
Miss Clarice Jameson who has c/AI ITU 11/Al rViQGDA last Sunday on a visit.
Miss Pauline Creamer has been Members are asked to take cups
Henry Ames of Union were visitors
VLsitlnk friends in Boston, has SOU I H U ALDOBOKO
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Mrs M. E. Winchenbach, La
VERTICAL (Cont.)
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Nor
. ,
..
...
. . . (returned home.
-------last Saturday at the home of C. E.
1-Great In number
52- Grief (Scot.)
12- Adore
Forest
I.
Mank.
Burnell
Mank,
and also provide either sandwiches , „
Betty Harding and John Harding
5-Strikei with the
53- Good fellow
man Farwell in Lewiston on a re
13- Greek god of war
„^rAWilUam Wa?Ce °f
Jr who have been visiting here re- Margaret Mank and Marion Flan Overlook.
or cakes.
open hand
55-Bank official
19-Pursue
Waldoboro
was viclnlty
a business
caller I “
zw,"XslSis
nfiv r<»nirnAd with th^ir Pinr»nt« ders attended the Winchenbach re
Herbert Cram of Liberty was
cent visit.
Mrs. Ethel Sturrock Mrs. France.;TttMday
in thl5
.
10-Refrain In old tongs 58-General conduct
21- A nome of Greece
union at the "Lookout,” Jefferson. in this place Sunday enroute to 14Mr and Mrs J. Harrison Stenger
A continent
60-Same as Elijah
22- Half a score
Mrs Edna Turner and Mrs. Abbi<
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns were Bath where he has employment.
returned Monday to Hartford, after Storer. Mrs Sarah Lash. Miss Ellie : seventeen friends and relatives
15- Pitchea
(Bible)
24- Fog-horn
McLaughlin. Miss Dorothea Waltz, gathered recently at the summer Fernald motored to Lewiston last guests Sunday of Mr, and Mrs.
81-Preflx. Half
25- Mother (Lat.)
passing several weeks with Mrs.
Mrs Josephine Finley. Mrs. Clara 16- Scent
Mrs. Charles Brackett, Mrs Jane home of Mr and Mrs. Frank Foster Saturday accompanied by Mrs Percy Miller.
17- Canvas shelter
62-Natty
26- Love
Overlock
and
Vincent
Overlock
re

Thomas Stenger at their summer ,
y Hove>'^- to help celebrate their wedding an-|
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jameson and
18- Decays
Mrs Brown of An
64- East longitude
28- Male singing voice
home at Martin s Point.
family passed last weekend at the cently jnjoyed a trip to Norway, 19- Wish for
(abbr.)
29- Falsehoode
Joyed a picnic Thursday at Mar niversary.
burn who had been overnight guest
65- Pupil in a military
30- Soldler's dally
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt, Mrs I
home of Mrs Jamesons brother in Naples. Brigton and" several other 20- Howls
One of the E H. Lawry cottages
tin's Point.
here.
22- Essaya
school
allowance (Fr.)
Portland.
) towns.
Oeorge Brown. Miss Isobel Brown
... zu t^.i.
.
i at Forest Lake was recently struck
23- Assiats
66-To take out (Print.) 31-Retard
Mrs. Gerald Dalton passed Friday by llghtening, considerable damage
C.
Fred
Vogle
who
has
recently
Mrs.
Joseph
Glaude
is
convales____________
and Everett Welt were callers Sun
24- A rest
67- Fine gravel
33-Profound
with her sister. Mrs. Irving Pink- resulting The occupants were away been in New York returned here cing
25- Mother
day on friends and relatives in
68-Containing reeds
35-Same as Odin
Saturday.
ham in Nobleboro.
| for the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard E. Watson HAWTHORNE'S POINT 27- Sag
69-Cut (Scot.)
38-Part of Great Britan
Rockland and Camden
There
are
many
more
summer
were dinner guests Wednesday at
Mr. and Mrs. G. F Penniman of | Mr. Jones of New Jersey was solo4O-Eon
28- Gave a metallic
people in town this year than for Leavritt Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs Donald Leach and !
Recent guests at the home of Mr
appearance
43-Large plants
VERTICAL
Framingham, Mass., arrived Friday ist Sunday morning at the Metho- a number of years past
and Mrs. Ernest G. Castner have and are visiting at the home of dist Church45-Stupefy
Mrs. Ivan Scott was a visitor daughter Nancy of Rockland are 32-Augment
lhe Sunday School is planning a Tuesday and Wednesday in Dam-, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot. 34-A drain
1- Small rug
48-Territory (abbr.)
been Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Mor
Mrs. Lilia Blanej- and Miss Marela
picnic for its members.
36-Choice part of
2- Employs
5O-Reparation
Whitney-Davis
rell and daughter, Anita of East Blaney ‘before going to the Miller
ariscotta.
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Mr.
and
Mrs
Dean
Hall
and
son,
Floyd Pitcher of Somerville
society
3- A sure thing
53- Oomesticated
Lewis
Tarr
of
New
Harbor
called
.
,
.
.
A
wedding
took
place
Sunday
Mass., was a visitor Sunday at the Sunday at H Wilsons.
Poland, Miss Elizabeth Hersey of
ihave returned home after a short 37- Digits
(Colloq.)
54- Dresa with the beak
cottage at Medomak
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. home of L. A. Winchenbach
39-One who receives a 4- Dislike
55- Golf mounds
Lynn, Mass., Mrs. Webster Burnett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
A.
Rines
and
j
cam
ping
vacation
at
Alvaro
Olson's
Mr and Mrs. J. E Curran with
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was guest e. H. Lawry where Miss Viola Davis
j56— Girl's name
gift
5- Fastened with a
Mrs. Ella Harper. Mrs. Harry Rob
daughter
Madeline
motored
to
Hawpasture,
41- Loyal (Poet.)
of honor Thursday at a meeting of and Jesse Whitney of Vassalboro Mrs George J. McCann of New
strap
j57-Wild animal
inson, Mrs. Arthur Niles and two
are spending two weeks with t home's Point recently and called
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Jones and sons 42- Construct
6-Rises gradually Into 58-Member of ancient
the Winterport Woman's Club She were united in marriage by W. A. York
Mr and Mrs A F Currie
at Willis Vinal's.
view
children. Miss Barbara Jacobs. Mrs.
Ayran race
Irving and Allen and Mrs. Haw 44-Prohibitions
was accompanied to Winterport by Marriner. J P of Vassalboro. the
Mrs Clarence Harding with guest
Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Palmer of the thorne of Stoneham. Mass., were
(colloq.)
7- An insect (pi.)
59-An auction
double ring ceremony being used.
Harry Allen, all of Auburn and Miss Miss Edith Levensaler
of Auburndale, spent last weekend viijage made a visit Sunday at Rus46- Mineral spring
8- Foot-llke organ
61-So (Scot.)
The bride's gown was of white
Virginia Darling of Bangor.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. N W. Fogerty 47- Collector of news
9- Steamship (abbr.)
63-Spread loosely for
Edward Storer of Brockton. organdie over satin, princess style at the Harding summer home.
sell McLeod's.
Mrs. Charles Robertson has re Mass. is spending some time here
49-Greek letter
Mrs Alfred E. Standish and
10- Predlct
drying, as grass
Mrs Bessie Monohan joined Tues last weekend.
with tram and love knots of lace. daughter Marian recently motored
51-Eye (Simp, spell.)
11- First man
;6S-Credit (abbr.)
turned from a visit with her brother
day
Miss
Una
Clark.
Miss
Myrtie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Whitehill
of
A silver tea for the benefit of the The veil was a cap of satin petals to Appleton to visit Mrs. C JohnReever of Augusta and Miss Muriel Rockland, Martha. Joyce and NorCarroll French and Mrs. French at Lincoln County Home for the Aged finger tip length with shoulder , son
pitman and son.
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Waters of Newton. Mass., in Belfast man whitehill of Thomaston. Olive
length
face
veil.
She
carried
a
colo

South Paris.
Mrs.
Esther
Davis
and
Mrs.
Stella
was held Tuesday afternoon at
motored to Bar Harbor.
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Collamore have returned from a and
SOMERVILLE
Mrs. N. S. Aldrich of Malden, Glenhurst, the summer home of nial bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pitcher, son and Roger Teague of Warren and
The bride's traveling costume was visit at the home of Mrs. Verne and daughter of Massachusetts and ^da DLson of Cushing, spent last
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs Mr and Mrs Stuart Hemingway.
old rose crepe with white accessories Achorn in Thomaston.
Forrest Hisler has completed his
Porter Soule
O S. Borneman remains serious Mr. and Mrs. Leland Winchenbach weekend touring through the White
Mrs. Maude Clark Oay. Mrs Rus- > After a trip to the White Mountains
of South Waldoboro were guests mountains and visiting Old Orchard *or*c on the tar crew and is at
Edmund Barnard of Boston is at sell Cooney, Mrs. Isabel Labe. Mrs. ; Mr and Mrs Whitney will be at ly ill.
home
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Flanders. Mr Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. La Forest on their way home.
the home of his parents, Rev. and Nan Weston and Mrs. Elsie Mank ■ dome in Vassalboro.
and Mrs. Everett Flanders with son Mank. Mr and Mrs. Harold West
Schools will open Aug. 29. with
Mrs. Oscar G. Barnard
poured. Mrs. Sace Weston had
and daughter, of Brewer were in iConstance MacKinnon) of Coswell
these teachers: At the Corner, Miss
Miss Patricia Kuhn entertained charge of the guest book. Mrs.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
this section Sunday and called at N. J., were callers there last Thurs
CUSHING
the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin day and Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach
I Theresa Gallo of Millinocket Sand
at an out-door supper and theater Hemingway's generosity in opening
Wallace
Glen C. Lawrence has sold his
Tuesday’s heat was the worst Hill Mrs Myrtle Reed of Mansfield,
and
Miss
Arvilla
were
there
Friday.
party Monday in honor of her her beautiful home for this worthy
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Med
Mrs Ethel Hanna visited Sun- thus far this yerr. Many of the Mass.; South Somerville, Edgar
cousin, Miss Virginia Kuhn. Supper cause is greatly appreciated by the 50-acre farm to Mrs Emily Page ford. Mass., spent last weekend with
‘
Urt
Pranklvn
day
with h«r sister. Mrs. Eva Mas workers in the blueberry fields Callahan of Washington.
was cooked over the outdoor fire members of the Woman's Club who and her son Dr H. G. Page of Cam ,her parents
Mr. and Mrs Frankljn
ters at ‘Round Pond
den. Mr Lawrence will remain on L. Pitcher.
were overcome and had to disconplace on the attractive lawn at her sponsored the affair.
Mrs. Glennie Wentworth and son
Mrs. and Mrs. A. C. Mank and
the
farm
until
the
middle
of
Sep

home. Guests were Mrs. Gladys
son, Albert accompanied by Mr. tinue work. The day concluded Egar have returned from a visit
Various local clubs and individu
THORNDIKEVILLE
Grant, Miss Katherine Tuck. Miss als are making an effort to raise tember when he will return to his
and Mrs. Theron Leeman of Round with an all night thunder shower. in g^ton
j
MT pL£ASANT VALLEY
native
State
Michigan,
from
which
Pond picnicked Sunday at Pema- .hleh extended wetedxx.
Nancy and Miss Mary Miller and monej- to complete the grading cf
The blueberry season is at its
jd
Miss Avis Maloney and two young
he has been absent 30 years.
the guest of honor, Miss Kuhn.
the High School grounds and park
height while haying is nearly over.
Th Social Club met recently friends of Warren were in town of Massachusetts are spending a
The
Ed Winslow of the village has
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond of ing space. No appropriation was
Mrs. Myra Dyer has been act
Visitors and callers Sunday at the
few days at Ernest Peaslee's.
with
Mrs Bernys Jameson. 12 Sunday.
Upham home were Mr and Mrs.
Jefferson have been recent guests made this year by the town for this rented the B A. Murphy camp.
ing
two weeks as nurse for Mrs.
Miss Betty Rivers of Quincy.; Charles Roes was a business callMiss Madeline Miller was home Russell Upham and daughter Pa members and six children being
of Mr and Mrs. E O. Castner 2d.
work and while there will be no
Mass . is visiting her grandparents er In Waterville recently. Mr. Roes ^elnpi Erickson whojias an infant
present.
The
program
arranged
by
tricia. Mrs. Margaret Hocking and
Mrs. Nellie Tuck and Miss Kath labor cost, if done this week and Sunday from Waldoboro.
daughter, born July 29. name—Ellen
; is in ailing health.
Manville Richards returned Fri- son Richard. Mrs. Bertha Spoffard Mrs Ethel Hanna consisted of clip- , Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers
erine Duane of Quincy were guests next, funds are needed for cement
Mr. and Mrs H C Brown and Miriam Erickson.
and son Richard all of Rockland, pings. Mrs^ R. Murphy. Mrs M. j^us_s Patricia Olson is receiving
Mfs Albert Young and Gammon. Mrs. M. Mills. Mrs. L. pjanofort€ instructions from a family were at Lakewood Tuesday
last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. James for the curbing and walk, gravel day to Rockland after spending a
Mr and Mrs ^'“nd Dyer, daughweek
with
his
aunt,
Miss
Sadie
cbdd
Marion Upham of RockDuane. They were accompanied and hauling for surfacing and ma
ancj attended the twin party. Vera
Dorothy and Mrs Evelyn Hisler
I port, Mrs. Lizzie Cotton and son clippings. Mrs. S. Mank. Mrs. Jame- i Roland teacher.
home by Miss Mary Tuck w’ho had terial for seeding. Anyone wishing Davis.
son. Mrs. A. Mank and Mrs. D.
E Johnson of Thomaston is and yeima won
prize for being are ^fting blueberries for Earl St.
Mrs
Russell
and
children
of
VerWilliam
of
Hosmer
Pond,
Camden,
been visiting a week with Mr. and to donate work with a truck for
mont are passing a few weeks at Merton Warren and family and Mank; riddles, educational party! painting and making other im- the slimmest and received a ride clair in East UnionMrs. Duane.
hauling may communicate with their cottage at Wadsworth Point Mra' Madelene Hopkins of Rock- game and pie contest, prizes award- I provements on M. J Maloney o Jn an aeropiane
Mrs. Joanna Dodge and daughter,
They enjoyed
ed Mrs. Gammon and Mrs S. j buildings.
Miss Laura Gardiner and Edward Sanford Brown. Donations of money
Mary
visited Mrs. Chester Roberts
,
the
trip
greatly.
Miss Carleen Miller who is emKenneth Gilletw u at lhe Mank. Refreshments were served.
Miss Ruth McCartney ls making
Martin of Caribou are guests of may be left with William Brooks.
at
Owl's
Head recently.
These
officers
were
re-elected:
Mrs.
her
home
with
her
mother
lr.
RockMrs.
Willis
Sanborn
and
son
Clyde
Jr, Sanford Brown will be ln ployed at Davis Point, accompanied home of Mrs Stephen Gillette while
Mr. and Mrs. K K. Weston.
Edna White, president; Mrs. Delora land.
Mrs. Ida Crowell of Woolwich has
were
visitors
Sunday
at
Mrs.
Harby
Miss
Beulah
St.
Clair
of
New
convalescing
from
a
surgical
operaHerbert Howard of South Paris charge of the work.
Mank, vice president; Mrs. Mil
Miss Ida Olson with Thomaston j vey Wentworth's.
been renewing acquaintances ln
York city, spent Sunday with her tion.
has been a recent visitor at the
parents
i w- s- DothroP has had a lighting dred Gammon, secretary and Miss friends visited Old Orchard and
this vicinity.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Fuller
and
Bertha Storer, treasurer. The next the White Mountains recently.
home of Miss Madelyn Howell
WEST WASHINGTON
Several from here are engaged in plant installed at his home
George H. Brown ls visiting in
Several
irom
nere
are
engaged
in
Several
relatives
met
Sunday
at
family
of
Searsmont
were
guests
meeting
Sept.
1
with
Mrs.
Nellie
B. S. Geyer lost hts pig from its
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown were
North Whitefield and Cooper's Mills.
| the home of Mrs. C. C. Childs and Reever will be in the form of a pic sty, the animal having jumped over Sunday at Edwin French's.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner berry picking.
Boothbay Harbor visitors Sunday.
nic dinner.
the top and made for the woods. It
Annie Doe has employment j enjoyed a picnic on the lawn,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. May and
A group of friends and neighbors
The committee for Meadowlark have returned to Middletown. Conn , at Mrs.
was seen that night near the
Black & Gay's factory in Thom- | C. E Wellman and Miss Lucretia
gathered at John Orotton's last three children called recently
after
spending
a
vacation
in
Sears

Troop, Girl Scouts, for 1938-1939
Grange
hall.
Pushaw
of
Head
the
Lake,
Hope,
SOUTH LIBERTY
aston.
It is hoped that there will be a Saturdaj’ night in honor of his on A. J. Clark. They expect to re
will consist of Mrs. Alfred Storer, mont and Washington.
last were callers Sunday at John
large crowd at the Methodist birthday. A pleasant evening was turn to Rochester, N. Y., in two
C.
N
L
ewis
was
home
Miss Harriet Wellman and sister
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth, Mrs. Maude
Pushaw's. Harry Pushaw s and Les
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Patrick Church Sunday afternoon to greet
ter Merrill's.
passed and refreshments were weeks.
Clark Gay, Mrs. Herbert Newbegin, Phyliss are in Grafton, Mass , for a weekend from Magee Island
of Portland passed last weekend the band of workers from the Prac
Miss
Pauline
Starrett
and
Miss
Miss
Thursa
Lunt
of
Pleasant,
tical Bible School. Services will be served.
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest, Mrs. John two weeks' visit with their aunt
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pierson of
Mary Packard, students at the villt Warren is employed at the with Mr. and Mrs. E. A Leigher.
at 2 p. m.
Mrs. Carrie White.
Burgess and Mrs. B. G. Miller.
Waldoboro
were supper guests
Mrs.
Thelma
Cole
and
Mrs.
LynGeorge Cooley was a Providence
home of Lester Merrill during Mrs.
Mrs. Alton Wellman and son Es Marne General Hospital in Portland, Merrill's illness.
Mrs. Wilfred Martin and Mrs.
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
visitor
tliis
week.
RAZORVILLE
dia
Jewett
made
a
visit
Monday
in
are spending a three-weeks vaca
James Smith of the Boston postDavis.
Joseph Lapointe of Fort Fairfield tem were callers Monday on Mr.
Nelson Dearborn who is employed Liberty.
office staff with Paul and Ellen
at W S. Lothrop’s spent the week,
are guests of their sister, Mrs. James and Mrs. Albert Marriner in Sears tion at home.
Nearly everyone in this section
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
Leigher.
Bern

Miss
Gusta
Ross
of
Union
passed
Jones of Jamaica Plain. Mass., are
Maurice Bradford and family of end with relatives in Winthrop.
Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. George mont.
saw the beautiful double rainbow,
ard
Leigher
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Maud
How

at
W.
G.
Maloney's
for
an
annual
Hallowell
passed
Sunday
at
W.
A.
Miss Murial Stoffel of Boston re.
Mrs. Marion Carlton and Miss Mil
Sinclair of Eau Claire, Mich., re
vacation.
referred to in a recent issue of this
ard.
Bradford's. Wentworth Bradford turned Tuesday after a brief visit Donald Patrick enjoyed a shore din
Mrs. Grace Stiles of Orlando, Fla ,
turned home Tuesday after passing dred Turner of Union and Mr. and
paper,
ner Sunday at Pemaquid
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Clark
of
of Massachusetts is vacationing at with her aunt Mrs. Ada Upham.
and Hopkinton. Mass. is guest cf
ten days with Mr. and Mrs. Wood. Mrs. Linwood Jones and grandson
Frank Start is with his parents
Miss
Arabell
Sukeforth
was
guest
her sister. Miss Ethel Browne.
Mrs Kathryn Libby and children
Hyde Park, Mass., are in town for
Mr. and Mrs. George Colwell of Bradley Brann of Razorville were R. W. Bradford’s.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Start for an last weekend of Mr. and Mrs W. R
a few days.
were visitors Wednesday at the
indefinite
stay.
Prospect Harbor and Rev. and Mrs. recent visitors at the home of Mr
Cole.
NORTH CUSHING
Mrs Samuel Hall of South Port home of her niece Mrs. Doris Davis.
WEST WALDOBORO
Larkin Thorndike is raking blue
William Wright of Mount Vernon, and Mrs. Granville Turner.
Alton Cverlock was a visitor Sun
land
is visiting relatives in town. Charles Libby prolonged the visit
berries
for
Mrs.
Elenora
Ingraham.
Mr. and Mrs Bert Hall of Winch
have been recent guests of Mrs.
Miss Dora Whittier has returned
day in Augusta.
over Thursday and Friday to en
Mrs. Alonzo Campbell and s,on
Kenneth
Crabtree
is
employed
in
endon, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. In company with Blanche Johnson
Lydia Colwell.
from Washington.
joy sports with his cousin "Bill"
of Newport, R. I., are visiting her Presque Isle for the summer
and
Edith
Overlock
she
recently
Dean
Hall
and
son
Carvel
of
Dur

Miss Lois Palmer Mrs. Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman were parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler.
Mrs. Ida Bowley and son Loren
WASHINGTON
ham. N. C , returned home last Sat visited her father. Anderson Moody Davis Jr.
Bryant and John Palmer were Bel guests Sunday of Mrs. Maud Wood
Mrs. Ralph Johnson, Mrs. Frank of Camden were callers Tuesday
urday after a two-weeks vacation j in Liberty. Mr. Moody, in spite of
Mrs. John Luoma and crew of
fast visitors Sunday.
Waltz, Miss Madeline Eugley and at Lester Merrill's
bury in Jefferson.
Mr and Mrs. Merle Robbins who here.
berry pickers are harvesting a fine
his
87
years,
gets
about
with
the
aid
Roland
Nash
have
employment
in
Mrs. Alice Isaacs of Cambridge,
Mrs. Lizzie Wellman made a visit
have been at the home of Archie
Mr, and Mrs. Walter Brown of
berry crop at Mt. Pleasant. Laurl
the canning factory at Winslow
SIMONTON
Mass., and Mrs. Cassie Eaton of Sunday at Miss Katie Kennedy's.
Mullen for several months have San Francisco were overnight guests of his trusty cane, cares for his
Monden of Beech Hill, Rockport
Mills.
cow,
horse
and
garden
arid
converses
rented the F. L. Ludwig tenament Friday of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith.
Mrs. Nellie Flanders of Liberty is
Mr and Mrs. Lester Lufkin are on the topics of the day with alert with a crew of pickers is raking the
Mrs Harold Buzzell is a surgical for the present while Mr. Robbins
visiting at the home of Owen Win
ness.
spending a week at Gay's Island.
berries on the farm next to the
patient at Camden Hospital.
has employment with Mrs. Nellie
slow.
A picnic Tuesday at Oak Lodge
pasture where Mrs. Luoma is oper
Edith
Overlock
and
Albert
Haines
Catherine
Annis
is
spending
a
Mrs. Irvine Genthner, daughters
Lincoln.
was enjoyed by Mrs. Iola Wyllie,
ating.
Madelyn and Lois and son Ernest few days with friends in MillinockThe Methodist Ladies Guild will Mrs. Georgia Thorndike. Mrs. Elea were among the number who at
visited Sunday at Mrs. Arlene Mc ett.
tended
services
Sunday
at
the
Delmont Butler has exchanged
have a fancy work sale and supper nor Newbert. Mrs. Fern Hoffses,
Farland's in New Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton French have Tuesday at Evening Star Grange 'Miss Lucille Dolliver of Thomaston Church of the Nazarene in Union. his work horse for another. It is
Byron Nash of Friendship was re
and Amy Doliver of Beverly, Mass.
Miss Margaret McKnight's classes said that this new one can on oc
cent guest of his brother Aaron moved from Rockland to the hall.
at the chapel were well attended casion "step along some."
Charles
Mathews
farm.
The Light family reunion will be
Nash
ROCKVILLE
Friday and will continue for a few
Howard Buzzell who is employed Sunday at Lookout Station, Jeffer
Mrs. Frank David was a Rockland
Frank U. Erickson and son Allen
visitor (Friday.
weeks. The registration roll re have been assisting Mr. Erickson's
in Brookline, Mass., is spending a son. Picnic lunch will be served.
Mrs.
Edgar
Hallowell
is
at
home
Miss Luella Thome of Gross Neck vacation with his parents Mr. and
The heavy shower of Tuesday convalescing from an appendix op mains open.
father in the sawing and spliting
spent Wednesday with Eleanor Win Mrs. John Buazell.
The
death
of
Mrs.
Adeline
(Her

night
did
considerable
damage
to
of wood as the elder Mr. Erickson
eration.
chenbach.
Mr and Mrs. Raymond E. Sim crops in this vicinity. Although
Bernard Clark cf Thomaston has rick) McMullen removes one of this is in ill health.
Mrs. Walter Kaler and Mrs. Fan
nie Waltz passed Wednesday with onton and sons Raymond and Ralph the lightning was vivid and con been visiting his cousin Evans Tol community's oldest residents. Mrs
A. J. Clark has finished his slate
Mrs. Anthony Jobin at Dutch Neck. and Mr and Mrs. Earl Vollmar have tinuous, no damage was done to man this week.
McMullen was born in Lincolnville work in Rockland and will work ln
Richard Dow of Framingham. returned to Detroit, Mich., after buildings.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Packard of but for several years was a citizen the berry crate factory in South
Mass, was recent guest at the home spending two weeks at the home
Needham
called Wednesday on of Washington. She is survived Hope for W. George Payson.
of Dewey Winchenbach.
of Mr. and Mrs R. L. Simonton.
by her husband, two daughters, a
friends here.
Mrs. John Crane was a Lewiston
RADIO REPAIRING
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy French and
Rev. and Mrs, Maurice Dunbar son, several grandchildren, nieces
visitor Tuesday.
AU makes serviced and recon
WE BUY
Mrs. Irvine Genthner and child son Leroy have returned to Hart
who are summering at Spruce Head and nephews. Interment was in
ditioned. Costs of parts and
ford. Conn., after a vacation spent work estimated. Tubes tested
ren were in Rockland recently.
were guests Thursday of Mr. and Washington cemetery.
The Wesely Society will hold its at Breezy Hill Farm.
iree of charge.
AND SILVER
Mrs. E. H. Perry.
The Howard Jermyns witn rela
annual fair Aug 25 at the Church.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Arthur Hawes and daughter
Clarence E. Daniela
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is with Mrs tives who have been at their home
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Willard Snow of Attleboro. Mass., Miriam of Freeport, L. I., are at
JEWELER
Grace Flood at her cottage at Holi for a few weeks, went last Satur
Dept.
3Th-tf
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
379 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
their summer home here.
day Beach.
day to Hingham, Mass.
Frank David.
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mons, Nancy Watts, Alice Wheeler,
Mabel Wilson and Mertie Fuller of
Mr and Mrs. Charles Sweetland Portland, Grace Abbott and Grace
Simmons of Yonkers. N Y
(formerly of this place) now of
AND THE
Miami, Fla., have been spending the
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
PORT CLYDE
past week on the Frank Morris
premises, having made the trip by
Correspondent
Mrs. Arden E. Schulz of Chicago
auto and trailer. Mr. and Mrs.
and son Joel, Mr and Mrs. Merle
Sweetland will leave Wednesday for
Mailman and daughter Annette and
Old Orchard.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sprague
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Severy of
Mrs. Forrest Wall is visiting rela Livermore Falls wree recent guests who have been guests of Mr and
Mrs. Freeman L Roberts, returned
tives in Philadelphia.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Field.
Agriculture
Rockland, Aug. 22, at the Farm the Poultry School at the Universi
Rev. Samuel Clark of Friendship 1 today to Dorchester, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. John Siverrlght
Miss Claire Crosby of Milo was a
Delbert Andrews of Jefferson, a Bureau hall. A square meal picnic ty of Maine. Miss Esther Harjula '
and daughter of Bingnamton, N. Y . has been visiting Rev. and Mrs
member of the county Dairy Herd lunch will be brought by members. is leader of the Jolly Tollers and
are spending a vacation at Wallston John Holman. He ls now guest of. recent visitor at Rev. and Mrs. Ken
Improvement Association, has filled T'.is meeting has been changed went with the club to Orono.
his former home, having an apart his daughter Mrs. Jeanie Cooper in neth Cook's. Miss Crcsby is a col
• • • •
lege friend of Mrs. Cook, having at
his silo with grass silage this .year. from Aug. 24 on account of the
ment ln Mrs. Weston Rivers’ house. Togus.
Miss Evelyn Plummer, assistant
tended Colby together.
In other years he has cut his hay auto tour.
Pastor
Stuart
will
speak
from
the
Mrs.
Francis
Siverrlght
and
son
of
• • ♦ •
Mrs. George Vinal went Monday
State club leader and Lucinda Rich,
and blown it into the mow.
topic.
"The
Memory
Time,"
Sunday
Waltham, Mass., are with them.
Mrs. Hattie M. Hausen, foods club agent, attended club meetings ]
• • • •
to Boston, called by Illness of Mr
at
2
o'clock
ln
the
Baptist
chapel,
i
Mrs.
Mary
S.
(Rose
of
Reno,
Nev.,
Extensive plans are being htade leader in Whitefield, conducted a of the Mascot 4-H Club and the
is guest for several weeks of her The Bible School will meet at 3 ( Vlnal.
for the annual auto tour of the canning bee in her community Aug. Jolly Islanders 4-H Club, both of
Dr. Elizabeth Hutchison of Cleve
p. m. At the evening service at 7
sister Mrs Alice Murphy.
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau and The 11 at her home.
North Haven, Aug. 8.
land,
Ohio, and Mrs. Cullenn Gos
• * • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Riley and o'clock the pastor will take as topic ,
• • • •
Extension Service of the University
nell of Atlanta, Ga., were guests of
"A
Safe
Hiding
Place
"
The
mid
Mrs. Lottie Butler, county foods
daughter Miss Doris of West Somer
of Maine. This tour will be • held
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club of
ville. Mass., are spending a week week service will be Thursday at 7 Dr. Hutchison's parents, Dr. and
project leader, and Mrs. Hattie M.
Aug. 24 and will start at 930. a. m.
Mrs. William J. Hutchison at their
Vinal
Haven
held
a
club
tour
Aug.
at Mrs. Riley's former home, the o’clock.
Hausen, of Boothbay and WhiteDS.T.. at Mrs. Nelson Hancock's,
cottage El-Will-El this week, enroute
9.
Miss
Evelyn
Plummer,
assistant
Giles
house
on
School
street.
field, will conduct a canning bee
Nobleboro. Here the women, will
to Labrador.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romkey, son
in Aina Aug. 19 at the Erskine hall state club leader, the club agent,
CLARK ISLAND
Tlie open air concert by the
Inspect her kitchen. Other stops
and
the
local
leader,
Mrs.
Cora
and
daughter
of
Belmont,
Mass.,
for that community. A box lunch
will be at |Round Top Farms, Dam
Vlnal
Haven Band held at the band
Peterson, Inspected work done by
Mr. and (Mrs. John McLeod of
have opened their summer cottage.
will be served at noon.
ariscotta; Edgar Smith's, North
stand
Tuesday night, was a most
each of the girls.
Newport.
R.
I.,
were
recent
guests
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Riley and
Edgecomb; Mrs. Joseph Coffin's.
enjoyable event. The boys made a
• • • •
Miss Leone M Dakin, state Ex-'
daughter Doris of Somerville, Mass., of Mrs. Kate Fiske.
Edgecomb; Mrs. Joe Genthner's, tension foods specialist will be pres County Agent Ralph Wentworth,
Meet Kay’s movie family—Kay Francis (center) )plays mama to (left spent the week at the Watson Bar
Mr. and Mrs Harry Shoemaker fine appearance in their new uni
Aina; Frank Harding’s and Percy ent at the Tomato Canning Bee and the club agent were present at to right! Bonita Granville, Bobby Jordan, Anita Louise and Dickie Moore ter house.
of New York City have been visitors forms
Jewett’s, Head Tide; and Charles training class for foods leaders Aug.1 the club tour which the Medomak J in “My Bill.”—adv.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson Is in Au
Miss Ruth Pierson ls passing a at the home of his aunt. Mrs
gusta for a few weeks.
Tibbett's, Whitefield The stop for 23 in Wiscasset church vestry. Those Maine-iax of North Waldoboro held
vacation with her father Capt. R. Charles Baum.
the picnic luncheon will be at old attending will be: Mrs. Alice Oliver, Aug. 12. Eight projects were in
Mr. and Mrs Bert Smith of Au
R Pierson.
SOUTH THOMASTON
DEER ISLE
Miss Mae 8urles of Arlington,
gusta
arrived Wednesday for two
Fort Edgecomb
Bristol; Mrs. Fannie Grover, Mont spected on the tour. Philip Lee is
Miss Jane Mathews is spending a Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs Mau
• • • *
weeks' vacation in town. Miss
Miss Bernice Newborg, and her
Tlie Martha Washington Benevo vacation with her mother at "Creek rice 'Jones.
sweag; Mrs. Amber Childs, Orff's leader of this club.
W H. Little and son of Rockland, Corner; Mrs. May Holt, Owl’s Head;
Nathalie Smith returned Wednesday
nephews Mark Newcombe and Dale lent Society held a fair recently in side."
• • • •
John Hedman and Leo Neitof New
have added a cow to their herd Mrs. Lottie Butler. Boothbay; Mrs. The Hatchet Mt. 4-H (Club and Lindsey made a recent trip to Bos their library building.
Mr. and Mrs Colby B. Kalloch York city, also Herbert Saxton of from Owl's Head where she has
which they obtained from fto’und
been guest of Miss Isabelle Bain.
Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester spent the and daughter Nancy returned Sun
Hattie Hausen. Whitefield; and Mrs the Hope’s Happy 4-H Club, both ton.
Brooklyn, N. Y , have recently visit
Top Farms. They are considering Annie Dennison. South Thomaston. boys’ clubs in (Hope, had a club tour
William Turner of Melbourne.
The What-Not Club met re weekend in Boston.
day to Larchmont, N. Y„ having ed Mr and Mrs. Walter BerglanJ.
a silo for next year in order to
Harold Freedman was on a busi spent a three weeks vacation with
Australia, is in town greeting
• • • •
of 13 projects including garden, cently at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Abler and
handle their early clover hay.
Clothing Specialist Helen C. beans, pig, chick, and potato, on Sat Everett Burgess. A pleasant eve ness trip to New York recently.
Mr. Kalloch’s father Dr. H. F. Kal child of Brooklyn. N Y., have been friends after an absence of 40 years.
• • • •
Miss
Virginia
Garber
has
re

ning
was
spent
followed
by
refresh

Mrs. Elizabeth Carlon and daugh
Spaulding will attend the meeting urday. Aug. 13 The club leader,
loch In Fort Fairfield and his aunt, at Mr and Mrs. James Caven's on
Nelson Moody of Appleton, has on .Selection of Clothing in Burkett
turned
to
New
York
city.
ter
Mrs. Doris Groth of Newton
ments.
Those
present
were;
Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Hardy. County Agent
Mrs. Elmer E. Allen of this place. a visit.
produced some very fine McIntosh ville at Mrs. Carolyn Leigher's, Aug.
Capt. Walter E. Scott was home
Centre are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Wentworth, and the club Harold Rackliff. Mrs Madallne
Mr. Kalloch of the New York Tel.
apples on the farm that he recently 25. At this meeting members will
Mrs. Alba Richards had as guests Owen Roberts.
Maloney, Mrs. Edward Allen and Sunday night while his yacht the
agent were present.
bought. Most of his crop is already bring garments and accessories to
"Stella” was anchored ln Sylvester's Bronx office of the New York Tel. last weekend Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Carl OhLson and Jchn MacLean
Mrs. Allard Pierce.
• • • •
Co.
cove.
• • • •
sold.
Plamondon, Mr. and Mrs Walter of Lynhurst, N. J., are guests of
be tried and complete outfits will Eleven club boys and girls from
♦ • •*
Mrs. Estelle Brown of Melrose, Wills of White River Junction. Vt. Miss Sara Bunker.
Charles Leon Schroeder of PlySuccessful Grange Fair
be selected according to color and
The rains of the past month did design for different types. Buying Knox and Lincoln counties are now
The recent Wessaweskeag Grange l*noulh’ Mass" 15 guest at BaV view Mass, and Mrs. Elsie Thomas of also Mrs. George Deiphia and son
Harold Vinal went Wednesday to
Wileys Corner called Sunday on George who are staying for a Boston, called by illness of his
a great deal of damage in Appleton. for the needs of the family will be attending State 4-H Camp at the
Inn.
fair
was
well
attended
and
a
o
.
University
of
Maine.
Camp
opened
A. G. Pitman found a gully nearly discussed and what to look for In
Mr and Mrs John Hoyt of New friends here.
month
father George Vinal.
Aug. 17 with registration in the success in every way, $100 being j York W€re visitors Sunday at Mr
six feet wide and four feet deep
William Jones has entered Au
John
T.
Mathews
returned
to
Bel

Rev. Kenneth Cook accompanied
buying garments.
afternoon.
At
the
evening
assembly
through his bean and potato piece
realized. The sum of $16 from the ! and Mrs. Walter E. Scott's,
mont Sunday having been at his gusta hospital for observation
• • • •
the boys of Mrs. Cook's Sunday
Dean Arthur L. Deering, Director
after one of those downpours.
Mrs Edna Graves has employ school class for an outing at Clay
Edgecomb will hold a "Selection
candy table which was in charge i ®®rs. Alvin Eaton with friends summer home here the pas) two
• • • •
of Extension Work, gave the open
from Scituate. Mass., were guests weeks.
ment at Perry's Laundry.
of Clothing ' meeting with the home
ter s Beach. The day was pleasant
of
Joan
Baum
and
Lois
Lindsey,
Harry Bickford from the Central demonstration agent, Aug. 26. at ing address of welcome. Camp will
Mrs. Hattie Neils of Rockland, ly spent with swimming and out-ofof Mrs. Alfred Dunham last week
Mrs. Eben Alden of Thomaston
with
Alice
Bohn
and
Robert
Ulmer
Maine Power Co , in Augusta, has the town hall. A picnic lunch will be in session until Sunday noon.
end
and Mrs. Nellie Barker Hart of Ken and Mrs. Joseph Baiun of this place door sports.
Aug. 21. Those attending are: Ar as assistants helped to swell the
been ln this district this past week be taken by members.
Arthur Eaton and Alvin Eaton Jr. tucky were visitors ln town recently. spent a day recently with Mrs.
A birthday party was given re
lene Hallowell and Margaret Perry fund. Tickets on various articles of Scituate. Mass, who have been
ln regard to new power lines tn
• • • *
Hening Johnson.
cently by Miss Florence Seebeck
Howard
Wiley
who
has
Deen
were
sold
by
Marjorie
Sleeper
and
Jefferson and Appleton. Meetings
Mrs. Charles F. Hinckley of Stony of Somerville, Mass., at the home
County Agent Wentworth will of Jefferson; Frances Rhodes.
spending a vacation here returned
spending two weeks vacation at
were held and work started on ob conduct a meeting on “Better Home Union; Helen Law. Whitefield. Mrs. Bertha Sleeper.
home Monday.
Creek, Conn., is visiting John R of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Baum
the home of W J. Hastings returntci
The lamp contributed by Burpee
taining the necessary signers.
Grounds" at Mrs. Margaret Greg Thomas Bragg. Orff's Corner;
Williams for a few weeks.
Mrs. Courtney Eaton and Therese
Guests were Miss Etta Coombs,
Monday to Ayer, Mass.
Furniture
Co
went
to
Fred
Feratlended
the
• • • »
Ralph
Hilton.
North
Newcastle;
Robert Feyler is guest of Mr and Miss Muriel Coombs. Elmer Coombs,
ory's. Rockport. Aug. 25. Plans will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Nichols
and
nald;
a
beautiful
cake
from
Gerald
s«
lnts
reunk)n
Sunday
,
n
Brooks
.
With The Homes
be drawn of the house for shrubs Warren Ulmer, South Thomaston;
Mrs. William Caven.
Charles Coombs and Charles Baum.
Mtss Helen Hicks, summer residents
Grant of the Cushman Baking Co. vjije
Erland Swanson has employment Games were played and refresh
"Good Nutrition for the Family’’ and trees to make the grounds and Wilfred Hobbs. Hope. Special
of Round Pond but formerly of
delegates are: Celia Belle Wall of to Willard Sleeper, a basket of fruit
In Portland.
will be the subject of two meetings more attractive.
ments served.
Rockland passed a day recently with
given by Stanton Sleeper to Miss
• • • •
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
winner
ln
the
STONINGTON
this week and next with the agent
A musical comedy "Stepping
their oldtime friends. Dr. and Mrs.
county Style Dress Revue Contest; Alice Baum and the quilt the work
4-H Club Notes
in the following communities
NORTH HOPE
Along" will be presented Friday at
,Charles
Leach.
Miss
Hicks
ls
a
of
the
late
Mrs.
Ethel
Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tyler are passThe Jolly Toilers of Oeorge’s Ida Harjula, winner in the county
Camden and Simonlon, Aug 18.
Memorial ball under auspices of
teacher ln Brookline, Mass., while
and George was received by Mrs. Rebecca , ing a vacation here.
Recent callers at J. D. Pease's Union choir.
at the Grange hall. Camden. Mrs. River Road presented their Finnish Baking Contest;
Thorndike.
Mrs. Margaret Box
Blanche Wiberg is employed af the Nichols are pleasantly located
have been Mrs. Luella Tuttle, Wil
Eva Young and Mrs. Edna Start Folk dances and program Monday Teague, winner in the county Poul won the bag of flour.
At the card party held Tuesday
j the home of Thomas Williams.
, in Roslindale. Mass. Miss Margaret
[evening Aug. 15 to those attending try contest.
are on the dinner committee.
The hot dog booth proved popular ! Miss Myra Mills, Mrs Allan Mills I Heald. a teacher of music in the liam Pullen, Mrs. Olive Crockett and in the Grand Army rooms ana
children of Camden, Mr and Mrs. sponsored by the Sesqui-Centennial
and was presided over by Miss Ethel and daughter Priscilla are at the [ public schools of Milton, Mass., has
James Pease and daughter of Rock committee, these bridge prizes were
nesday night with 40 present. Rev.
HOPE
Holbrook. Aprons and fancy work Mills home
APPLETON RIDGE
been guest for a week at the Leach
and Mrs. Louis Watson and family,
port.
awarded: Sadie Robbins, Laforest
were
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Georgia
|
Nathan
Peasley
has
employment
home. Miss Heald spent a part of
Visitation Day will be observed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Philbrick Rev. and Mrs Harold Nutter and
Bernice Ludwig spent last week Maker; consolation. Mrs. Fred
Snow,
Mrs
Rebecca
Thorndike
and
at
Granite
Garage.
her
vacation
at
Islesboro
and
passed
Sunday at the church with Rev
of Haverhill. Mass, who have been Rev. William Beebe were special
I two weeks at Hog Island. Mrs. Ab end at her home here. She Is em Noyes. Richard Healey. Those re
serv- Miss Susie Sleeper. Thc 4-H Club’s J **••• Dora Meline and son Carl
ceiving whist prizes were: Doris
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mc guests. Two vocal selections were Guy Robbins conducting the
table
of
cooked
food
was
In
charge
Philadelphia
are
visiting
relabie leach who has been confined to ployed ln Glen Cove.
loe
Axey.
Gust Johnson. Mrs. Charles
Intosh at the village were recent sung by Mr. and Mrs. Watson, a
Constance Bowden has been pass
of Mrs. Madeline Maloney; and tlves hereher bed for two weeks, with a seri
saxophone solo by Mr Beebe, and The Hatchet Mountain 4-H Club
Anderson; consolation, Kenneth An
callers at Thomas Williams'.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hubert
Klein
(Lor

ing
several
days
with
her
sister
ous ailment. Is improving. Dr and
remarks given by Mr. Watson and and the Happy 4-H Club with their Mrs. Bernice Sleeper sold bags of
derson. Prizes for 63 were awarded
ena Conley) have rented the i Mrs. Leach are caring for her.
Miss Ida Williams is employed at
Mrs. E D Perry.
all kinds.
Mr
Nutter.
This
program
was
leader
Mrs
Bessie
Hardy
and
club
to Mrs. Rebecca Arey, Theroi
the home of Mr. and Mrs Joshua !
A baby show in the afternoon was Lc’hste*' Trap
E. D. Perry was ln Belfast recent
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Heald of
greatly enjoyed.
agent Miss Lucinda Rich went on directed by Mrs. Helen Rackliff. In 1 Mr and Mrs Llewellyn Duke
Smith; consolation, Mrs. Ella
Wentworth at the village.
ly
on
business.
[Dedham, Mass., who are summerAmiro, Walter Ingerson. The sum
Rosa Gushee of New York city ( A lecture and pictures will be a club tour recently. County the infant to two year class. Beryl have returned to Melrose.
Miss Frances Coose was guest netted is $258 60 The chairman,
' ing in North Islesboro were visitors
presented free at the Community Agent Ralph Wentworth also ac
Rackliffe daughter of Mr. and Mrs ' Reuben Cousins is able to be out
and sister. Florence Gushee of Bos
Wednesday and Thursday at the Sunday of Donald and "Patsy" Mrs. Louise Wareham and commit
Hall Thursday at 8.30 o'clock. Ev companied them.
Harold Rackliffe won first prize and a£;ain- after suffering from a recent
ton, who have been making an
home of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Perry.
eryone is invited.
Philip Wentworth has returned
i fall
tee appreciate the co-operation of
automobile tour through Nova
'
Leach.
Paul MacFarland was recent guest the townspeople and out of town
Mrs. A. H. Moody. Mr. and Mrs from Raymond where he has been Diane daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
J.
C.
Harmon
and
Mrs.
Vera
Scotia were guests Thursday night
Edward
Allen
won
second
prize.
In
L N Moody and daughter Lucy and at Camp. He has as guest his
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Barter and of his aunt, Mrs. Nathan Pease.
Wenzel were recent visitors in
friends. The Swedish booth was
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newberg.
Earl Tewksbury of Winthrop. Mass.,
Judging from activities people in attractive and artistic and much
guest James Watson were Belfast cousin Thomas .White of Mitahell the two to five year class first prize
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Pennington ofajnn
Sv
VsnnsHv Wilsnn
enn 1
was
won
by
Kennedy
Wilson,
son
were recent guests of Mr and Mrs. this vicinity will not go hungry this credit is due the people of that
visitors Wednesday
Field. New York.
Edward Stevens is employed at
Hampden Highlands were callers
of Capt. and Mrs. Ross Wilson of
Frank (Wiley and Mrs. Lucy Smith winter. Many of the women have country who made this possible.
Mrs. Irving Keene has returned to Philadelphia. Second prize —
er ree .
Sunday at Mrs. Linnibel Sprowl's.
was ,
of Glenmere.
put up 100 to 200 guarts of fruits, Selections played by the Vlnal Haven
,
,
. .
,
| Mrs. Belle Weed and Charles
Watertown after spending two won .by _
Mrs. Laura Fuller, Mr. and Mrs.
GROSS NECK
Evelyn, daughter of Mr.'
berries and vegetables.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Smith
and
, „
.
_
Downs of Orland are guests of the
Band were much enjoyed by the
weeks in town.
Joseph Moody and three children
and Mrs, Amos Norton
family of Malden, Mass , are spend
Freeman Carleton’s children are large audience.
Calvin
Eatons.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson passed Sun
spent Sunday afternoon at Belfast
Mrs. Gardner Gross and grand
Supper ln charge of Miss Louise
Mrs. (Minnie Chalmers has re ing two weeks with Mrs. Gertrude ill with whooping-cough.
At Union Church Sunday Rev.
Park.
daughters Misses Isabel Geroux day tat (a family picnic in South Butler, was served, after which a
Coltart, Long Cove.
Harold Perry and family were Kenneth Cook will preach on
turned
to Quincy.
Mrs. Alfred Standish and daugh and Flossie Geroux of West Wal Hope at the home of Charles Childs. short program was given consisting
The presence of many summer recent callers at the home of Charles Vernon Holloway of Ohio will speak
Annie Bartlett of Wiscasset is
ter. Marian of Waldoboro were visi doboro were at Dexter Gross’s home
Movies were shown recently at of music by Mrs. Ella Watts and
[ visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. people at the church services Sun Perry in North Appleton.
"When the Wind is Against Us.”
tors Monday at Mrs. Eleanor Pit Sunday on a visit.
the Grange hall and afterwards a Miss Marian Watts at the piano and
days has been much appreciated by
Raymond Aldus Is Improving in the evening. He Is a graduate of
Frank Bartlett.
man's.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light ano whist party was held in tlie new “Bud" Watts with trumpet.
both pastor and regular attendants. slowly after a fall from a barn on Yale Divinity School. Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. A. H. Moody was recent daughter Frances. Mr. and Mrs. schoolhouse for the benefit of the
Spalding Hodson played two num
Some have kindly assisted ln the which he was working.
Holloway are passing two weeks
TREMONT
guest of her daughter. Mrs. George Walter McLedd and daughter school fund. Ice cream and cake bers on the violin, with Mrs. Lizchoir, and Mrs. Abbott’s services as
vacation with Mr and Mrs. E. O.
Mrs. Willis Watson and daughter soloist have been valued and en
Betty of Camden were guests Sun were served.
Buck in Warren.
ette Emery as accompanist. Two
MARTINSVILLE
Carver and later will go to Delaware,
short
sketches
were
given
—
the
first,
Helen
Boston
are
at
their
former
Mr. and Mrs. L. N Moody and day of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genth
joyed the past few Sundays.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Eaton and
Ohio, where Mr Holloway will teach
daughter, Lucy were business visi ner.
son have been guests of Mr. and "How He Popped the Question," home here for a few weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Albert W. Smith of
J. Wesley Stuart will take as ser at the Ohio Wesley University.
Mrs.
Charles
Welch
(Carrie
Saw

Mrs. Villa Morse and two daugh Mrs. Clifton Robbins.
tors last Saturday in Rockland.
with Mr. and Mrs Jesse Sleeper as
West Somerville, Mass, visited Sun
yer) of Boston formerly of this place day with Mr and Mrs. Wesley Com mon topic, “Thie Memory-Time. There will be special music by the
Mr. and Mrs. George Ryder. Miss ters of the village visited Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Bayley of Sa the bashful lover and his sweetheart
Sunday morning ln the Church on vested choir. Joseph Hutchison will
Maud Porter. James Laravare of with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. lem. Mass., were luncheon guests who took matters in her own hands, died Aug. 11 at her home.
stock in Rockland.
the Ridge at 10.30. The Lord's be soloist at the 11 o'clock service.
Miss Louise Thurston of ThomasCamden. Mrs Mary Brown and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
at C A. Dunton’s recently Mrs. was funny and enjoyable. The
“Can God Trust Man?' will be Supper will be observed at the close All are welcome
haa employment at the Finley the theme of the sermon by the
Susie Berry of Scranton Island. N.
Melvin Genthner Jr. has returned Nelson IBearse of Melrose Highlands , other with Miss Sylvia Tyler as
of the message. The Sunday School
Y., were callers Sunday of Miss home after visiting relatives in and Mrs. Thukla Sawyer of Chelsea 1 reader of the sketch “From Eve on c0,ta8e
pastor Sunday at 10.30 at the Bap- will convene at 11.30 The evening
Dr. Walter P Conley will be I
Mrs. Ray Jordon (Evelyn KitSusie Hansom at the home of Ever Camden.
Down” was presented by Alice
i tist
Church.
Bible
School service will be held in the Baptist his Vinal Haven office from tf
were overnight guests.
tredge)
and
son
Paul
of
Bar
Har

ett Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Littlehalc Mrs. Mae Pease, Theda (Pease and Rackliffe, Dorothy Rackliffe, Mary
j classes meet immediately following chapel at Port Clyde. The prayer arrival of the boat Monday p. r
Rev. and Mrs. Louis Watson and and children of Warren were guests
Sleeper. Mrs. Geneva Rackliffe. Elsie bor spent last weekend with her the morning service under the di meeting will be at 7 o'clock Wed until its departure Wednesday a r
Richard
Pease
are
guests
at
the
children. James, Dorothy, Robert Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Alii*
Norton and Norma Monroe. Elsie parents Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kit rection of Supt. David Sivewright; nesday night.
Waltz.
—adv.
Wilder cottage.
and John of East Dover, Vt.. . are
Rackliffe gave a vivid interpretation tredge.
Mrs. Harold McFarland of New
Sunday night. Happy Hour of music
• • • •
Miss
Nettie
Wooster
of
Camden
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. New Harbor visited recently with her
of “Home Sweet Home."
and Massage, with singing by and
is visiting her sister Mrs. Maurice
George True
bert. Mr. Watson served as pastor parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
The remainder of the evening was
for all who enjoy a song, assisted
Thurston.
of the Appleton Baptist Church for Eugley.
Word has been received here of spent in playing beano.
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND ST?T. CO
by the young people's choir and the
Jacob Kelley spent the past week
Mrs. Alfred Waltz has been re the death of George True which oc
six years.
instruments. The message subject
cent
guest
of
Prof,
and
Mrs
Job'.n
SERVICE
TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
with his daughter Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Harrie Stanley of Hampden at Dutch Neck.
curred last Saturday ln Massachu
by the pastor will be "Keeping
NORTH
WARREN
ISLE
AU
IIAUT. SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
_____
Sweeney
at
Nicolin.
»
Highlands and guest Miss Harriet
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and setts. Mr. True was one of eight
Half-Gods”
(Subject to change without notice)
Daily Vacation School held
Hatch of Abington. Mass., passed children of Augusta were at Mc children born in this town where , Haying, bean picking and blue-1
Mrs Charles Wheeler recently
(Eastern Standard Time)
Clellan
Eugley
’
s
last
Sunday
on
a
Tuesday night at Mr. and Mrs W.
he spent the greater part of his life. , berry raking are the chief occu- at Tremont-Bernard for two weeks entertained the Ladies’ Sewing
visit.
pations
all
of
which
are
hand![
close
d
Pradiy.
The
school
was
un

M. Newbert’s. They went Wednes
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley was a Owing to 111 health last winter he
Circle at a picnic at "The Shack"
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
day to Boston, accompanied by Mrs Rockland visitor recently.
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The 59th annual reunion of the Dudley, r ............ 3 1
Mrs Warren Gamagc (Lottie at the Captain Eells Boat Barn, Henry Lynch and daughter. Mary.
2 0 0 2
band as a faithful, true and affection
Hilt) of South Bristol was in town Rockport, will take piace Sunday Mrs WaLsh of Concord N H ‘ and Starrett-Spear families was held Chatto. rf .......... 3 2 2 1 0 0
wife;
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The annual reunion of the Car ateThat
your libelant has resided In
Miss Ann Mahoney of Manchester. t Thursday at the Congregational Harding, cf ........ 3 2 2 1 0 1
Thursday and met friends at the evening at 8.30
roll-Norwood families postponed St. George. In the County of Knox and
LBCENSED beauty operator wishes
Legion Fair.
While the Haydn and Beethoven N‘ H ' enroutc home from Bar Har’ chaPel and was attended by 50 mem- Beach, 2b ............ 2 1 2 2 0 0 from Aug. 23 will be held Aug. 30 State of Maine, In good faith for more
than one year next prior to the filing position in hairdressing and beauty
Mr. and Mrs. George Creighton works selected for this program arc ‘ bor‘ w6rc callers Wednesday O’11 bers and guests. Officers elected
culture
HEI.BN DOHERTY ROBERT
at the Elmer E. Jameson. Sr. cot of this libel;
That the said Gunnar Elmer Swan SON. 67 Cedar St . city.__________ 99-101
I were: President, Parker L. Starand sons William and Everett re of distinguished beauty, peculiar in friends in this town.
29 10 14 18 8 7 tage at Friendship. All relatives son
has been guilty of cruel and abu
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for family
turned to East Milton, Mass., this terest centers in the Barber comDana Smith Sr ■ %ho Pas£€d two r*tt of Portland; vice president. Ellis Post Office .......... 0 3 0 0 6 1—13 and friends are cordially invited
sive treatment toward your libelant; of one at cottage for remainder of sum
That
the
residence
of
the
said
Gun

mer. TEL Rockland 853-13.
100*101
morning. Capt. James Creighton position. Remembered by the un- weeks' vacation with his family has Spear. Jr, of Newton Centre. Mass.; Dragons ............... 4 0 0 7 7 2—20
Mrs. A. T. Cairoil, Sec
nar Elmer Swanson ts unknown to
YOUNG man. experienced wanted on
your libelant and can not be ascer
motoring up with them. Their son usual and artistic concert given in joined in Boston the S S. Texan secretary-treasurer, Miss Frances
Home runs. Bisbee. Stevens—three
98-100
farm, at guest home. Board and room
tained by reasonable diligence;
'Spear of Portland and Warren, ex- base hits. Day, Chapman twoJames stays for another week with Camden some summers ago, Mr. on which he is an officer.
Apply In person at HlLl*That there Is no collusion between $5 week
CRE5T HOMESTEAD. Warren
100-lt
your
libelant
and
the
said
Gunnar
Decorations
at
the
Town
hall,
dur'
ecutive
committee,
Miss
Bertha
Mr. and Mrs. N. F Andrews.
two base hits. Valenta. Starr. Hard
1IOFFSES FAMILY
Barber is not unknown in this sec
Elmer Swanson to obtain a divorce;
TRUCK driver wanted Steady pay,
WHEREFORE she iprays that a di Year around Job Established business.
Byron Hahn returns to Somerville tion. A nephew of the famous for ing the summer ball. Wednesday Starrett of Malden, Mass., and War ing. Beach. Double play. Freeman,
may be decreed between her and Give referenles last three employers;
The 56th annual reunion of the vorcesaid
Mass., today after a two weeks' mer Metropolitan contralto, Louise evening under auspices of the ' ren. Mrs. William Kelso of Wake- unassisted.
Umpires. Kent and
Gunnar Elmer Swanson for education; age; telephone number. Ad
Hoffscs Family will be held at the
the cause above set forth, and that dress ‘ E I.” care The Courier-Gazette.
vacation. Mrs. Hahn and their Homer. Mr. Barber has won many Woman's Club, were particularly field. Mass., John Starrett of Brackett.
Maple
Grange
hall.
North
Waldo
she
may
have
the custody of her minor
99-101
• • • •
son David go Monday to visit Mrs. awards for his brilliant musical lovely this year. Huge bouquets of Somerville. Mass.. Mrs Alena Starboro, Aug. 25. All relatives and child. Jcuyce E. Swanson, age eight
POSITION, as allround cook. H. T
The Kiwanis-Elks game ended in friends are cordially invited to at years.
phlox
black-eyed
Susans,
dahlias.
|
re
tt
and
Oscar
E.
Starrett.
ability, and stands today in the
70-tf
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this four PERRY. 44 Gay St . city.
front ranks of the most renowned ! gladioli, lilies, cosmos, hydrangea.] Remarks were heard from Parker the first of the sixth inning Wed tend. No postponement.
teenth day of July. A D. 1938
WATCHMAKER- Repairing watches,
Edith
M.
Carroll.
Sec.
OLIVA SWANSON
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
American composers. Already to, and golden glows, were arranged , starrett of Portland, who spoke nesday night. The score In the
SITATE OF MAINE
Rockland.
99-101
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
County of Knox, ss
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J
his credit are compositions for or- j on occassional tables, and the stage, j briefly of the hardships of the early first of the sixth inning (that's
Rockland, July 14. 1938
92-tf
when
the
trouble
started)
was
Ki

chestra. string ensembles, and voice. Oil the committee were Mrs. Willis starretts and Spears, and who also
Subscribed and sworn to before me
THOMASTON
?*■
this fourteenth dav of July. A D ,938
It is not amiss to stress once Vinal, Mis. William Barrett. Mrs. pointed out there were a dozen ways wanis 7 to Elks 6. and at the end
K•
FRANK A. TIRRELL, JR ,
Notary Public
again the rare opportunity offered W. H. Robinson. Mrs. Frederick of spelling the name Starrett. Ed- of the fifth inning was 7 to 5. Bill 4
TUESDAY, Al'G. 23
STATE OF MAINE
music lovers in this section to hear ] Powers, and Mrs. E. B. Clark, as- ward O'B. Burgess of Thomaston, Foster started the sixth inning with
(b. 8.)
Double Feature
a
home
run,
followed
by
a
single
by
Knox.
SS
sisted
by
Mrs.
(P.
D.
Starrett.
Memalso
spoke
briefly
as
did
Ellis
Spear
one of the great string quartets of
FOUR-room heat-rl apartment to l»t
Clerk's Office. Superior Court, Vf*************|g
Bill (Blake.. Then Tony Murgita five-room apartment; unfurnlahed
RUDOLPH VALENTINO
In Vacation
the present day. and to hear it un bers of the club also served as a Jr., of Newton Centre. Mass.
SPIRITUAL Reading — Inspirational
room H M FROST. Tel. 318-W 98-100
Rockland. August 17, help for your problems.
in
Questions
The business meeting was pre
der ideal conditions. Due to limit reception committee. Glover hall
NEWLY furnlshr-1 apartment to let
A D. 1938
answered; 25c and stamp. GEORGE
to hold such a gathering every year. Inquire 19 WILLOW ST . city 98*100
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“SON OF THE SHEIK
LAROE pleasant room to let with That the Libellant give notice to said
ROOM and board: Through the -win
i Barn, it is advisable to have set ts bouquets and crepe paper drapes president. Henry V. Starrett re Up until two or three years ago. lavatory,
Gunnar
Elmer
Swanson
to
appear
be

bath on same floor. Centrally
Also
our Superior Court to be holden ter at Vinal Haven, gorgeous natural
reserved in advance. This may be at the windows. Dick Emery's Home ported on the obituary committee, this reunion was held at the Star located. Write “R.H.B." care The Cou fore
at Rockland, within and for the County surroundings, cheerful well managed,
rier-Gazette.
92-tf
GEORGE O'BRIEN
rett
grove
on
the
Avery
Starrett
i dene by communicating with any Towners of Lewiston furnished the and gave a short history of the re
of Knox on the first Tuesday of Novem- warm large house. Ideal for rest, recrea
FURNISHED apartments 83 50 to $6 bsr A. D 1938, by publishing an at tion. or convalesence; 618 per week
in
union of the Starrett-Spear fam place.
I member cf the quartet here at excellent music for the ball.
, , ,
.
per week. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main tested copy of said Libel, and this Write “V. H." care Courier-Gazette
100*103
It was voted to present $5 io the I st, Tel. I154 or Foss House. 77 Park order thereon, three weeks successively
Otho Thompson returned to Med ilies. which started about 62 years
Rockport. The member? are Jascha
“GUN LAW”
95-tf In The Courier-Gazette a newspaper
St, Tel. 330.
MEDIUM readings by appointment
' Brcdsky. Charles Jaffe, Max Aron- ford, Mass.. Tuesday after spending ago and which he. as a boy of six. Congregational Ladies' Circle lor
FURNISHED downstair aparhnent to printed In Rockland In our County of only TEL. 1092-W.______________ 95-100
Adm. Adults 35c, Children 15c off and Orlando Cole.
several days with Mrs. Thompson attended with his parents. I. P. the dinner and use of the chapel.
let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST., Tel. H8T-M Knox, the last publication to be thirty
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
100*lt
W-tf days at least prior to said first Tuesday and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD
and their daughter, Mrs. Helen Yeo. j starrett. John McIntyre, Joel Hills,
of November next, that he may there
92-tf
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE and then In our said court appear and WARE CO. Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kendrie, lo-1 Virgil Craig and Albert Vaughar.
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were callers Wednesday at the j outing following haying, so part of
HERBERT T. POWERS
ants. Value 61.25, Introductory price
Insurance
MILLER. Rankin St, Tel. 692-M. 79-tf
Announces the Removal of his
Justice of the Superior Court 61 Call, write C. H. MOCRE & CO,
Dentist
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. the men went to Pleasant Point Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
DENTAL OFFICES to
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS FLORA
A true copy of the Libel and Order Rockland.
91*105
COLLINS. 15 Grove St
79-tf of the Court thereon.
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FOUR
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to
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all
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land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
music at the University of Minne- big clam bake. Such a merry time
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lOOStf modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
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®SOC* ETY
Mrs. Robert D. Harrison of Hous
ton, Texas, was honor guest when
Mrs. Roy Estes, her sister, enter
tained the Tuesday Sewing Club.

SUMMER VISITORS

At the height of the summer
season there are many visitors in
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
chronicle them. To this end will
you kindly send the names of
your guests to this office, or noti
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
We will greatly appreciate it.

Mrs. H. B. Fales entertained at
luncheon and cards Thursday for
Mrs. C. C. Wahle of Detroit, Mich.
Other guests were Mrs. Helen Fales,
Mrs. Lou Fales. Mrs. Carrie North
rup. and Mrs. Walter Bow of Bel
mont, Mass, Mrs. Harmon JJaldwin
and Mrs. Roland of Lynnforook,
L„ I. Miss Lottie McLaughlin, Mrs.
W. W. Graves, Mrs. R. E Eaton and
Mrs Danford Adams of this city.
There were two tables of contract.

Edward M. Hayes Jr., who has
been visiting at the home of his
parents, has returned to Washing
ton. D. (C., to resume his duties
with The Panama Canal.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Mrs. Evelyn IMcKusic and son
Maurice and Mrs. Cora Snow went
Mrs. R. P. Thomas of Lincoln, yesterday to Keswick, N. J., where
Neb , who is visiting her sister, for 10 days they will attend the
Mrs. E. M Lawrence of Rockport, annual "Victorious Life” conference.
announced at a recent dinner party
the engagement of her daughter,
Perry Rich and his mother, Mrs.
Helen Ruth to John T. Singer of Mary Perry Rich, have returned
Thomaston.
from a trip to the White Mountain?.
Miss Thomas has attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Porter of
Universities of Kansas and Nebras
ka, and at present holds an import Salem, Mass., have been visiting
ant position at the University of Mrs. R. W. Messer for a week
Nebraska as an accountant at the
Mrs Leo Powers of Quincy. Mass.,
Students’ Union. Mr. Singer is the
son of Mrs. Marie Singer and the and Frank Smith, Jr., of Wollaston,
late Charles W. Singer. He was Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
graduated from Thomaston H. S, Philip Howard.
Hebron Academy, attended the
Mrs. Harry Levenseler will be
University of Maine for two years,
hostess to Tonian Circle Wednesday
and in June of the present year was
graduated from the Bentley School night, at her home on West Meadow
of Accounting and Finance in Bos road.
ton.
Mrs. Viva Lawry. son Richard,
Mrs. C H. Bowrom and Miss Lil
lian Peck of Connecticut and Boothbay were the guests Wednesday of
Mrs. E. W. Ames and Mrs. Law
rence Shute.
Mrs. Cora L. Haraden and father
Elden S. Simmons and Leona Well
man have returned from camp
"Journey’s End" Spruce Head
Island. They had as guests Sun
day, (Mrs. Viva Lawry, Mrs. Earl
Freeman and son Earl and Eliza
beth Harlow. Leona Wellman had
as house guest for the week Edith
Clark of Rockland.

Edwin Colson and Mrs Earle Free
man visited Sunday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Reddington Miller and
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Miller in East
Waldoboro.

Miss Madeline Thompson of
Brockton. Mass . who has been the
guest of her cousin, Miss Virginia
RacklMIe for several weeks, re
turned home Wednesday.
Miss
Rackliffe accompanied her to visit
relatives in Brockton and Revere,
the two being motor guests of Mr-,.
A. P. Chapman and son Alfred, who
went to New York.

Frank McLaughlin of Boston is
Mies Katherine Veazie was at guest of his sister. Miss Anne Mc
Lslesboro Wednesday to attend the Laughlin. at the home of Mr. and
outing of the Delta Zeta sorority.
Mrs. A. C. Jones.

Mrs. Emma Harvie and son Dud
Chummy Club met with Mrs.
rank Fields. The winners at cards ley returned today from a visit with
ere Mrs, E W. Freeman Mrs. friends and relatives at Matinicus.
lora Femald and Mrs. H. R. MulMrs. Harry Leon, who has been
spending several weeks in this city,
Mrs. Rena Call and daughters left Thursday for Washington, D
and Miss Ruth Call are occupying C. She then goes to Richmond.
the Wiley cottage at Spruce Head. Va.. to join Mr. Leon for a motor
trip before returning to her horn?
Mr and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd are in Charlotte, N. C.
on a motor trip to New York State.
Horace R. Booth of Portland is
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hodgdon visiting Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F.
>f New York are guests of Mrs. R. Brown. He has recently returned
from a year of teaching in Lyon,
N. Bickford.
France.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Vaughn of
' The Industrious Debs had a gath
Malden. Mass., ore guests of Mr.
ering Wednesday night at the home
and Mrs. Theodore Perry.
of Mrs. Jane Hall, complimenting
Joseph Riley of East Providence Miss Nathalie Jones of Washington,
iin the city on his annual vaca- D. C. The group included Miss Vir
n visit, the guest of his sister, ginia Richardson, Miss Dorothv
rs. Agnes Harding, Limerock Lawry, Miss Barbara Blaisdell, Mrs.
Mary Glidden, Miss Alma Knight.
Cards offered pleasant diversion and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brightmoor refreshments were served.
of Taunton. Mass., arc guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Comins with
and Mrs. Charles Carver.
their daughter Mrs. Frederick Cates,
Miss Carrie A Barnard of Mcd- son Donald and daughters Erleen
rd Hillside. Mass., is a guest at and Mary, attended the 72d annual
reunion of the Comins family, held
le Copper Kettle.
Thursday at East Eddington. The
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales had oldest member present was Mrs.
: guests Tuesday and Wednesday, Fannie Ward, 90. of Bangor.
rs. Fales' aunt and uncle Mr. and
rs. A. U. Martin, and their
Members of T Club enjoyed a
anddaughter, Elaine Tippett of lobster supper at the Camden Hills
ingor. Mr. and Mrs. Martin spent picnic grounds last night, with a
uesday night with Mrs. Martin's social evening at the park.
•other, William Seavey, at his
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Angell, who
imp in Cushing.
have been spending a week with
nly $1 does it! Yes, only $1 for Mrs. Angell's sister, Mrs. Rhama
ex Double Check Printed Sta- Philbrick at her Crescent Beach cot
iery . . . 209 Single Sheets, or tage. returned yesterday to Montreal.
Double Sheets, and 100 En- They were accompanied by Mrs.
,pes . . . Double The Usual Philbrick's mother, Mrs. Etta Melhintity ... for August Only. Pos- man and niece Miss Melba Angell,
> 15 cents extra. Checked in who have been spending tlie sum
tel shades . . Blue. Ivory. Green mer here.
Orchid. And printed with your
Public beano party Monday night
nogram or Name and Address,
sale at The Courier-Gazette for at 8 o'clock, at American Legion
100-lt
[ust Only . . . Double The Usual hall.
intity!—adv.
109"105
Smart collegiates will like the all
bruises arranged, steamship tick- occasion rightness of Rytex Double
to all parts of the world. M. F. Check Printed Stationery. For Au
vejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. gust only . . . Double The Usual
Quantity . . . 200 Single Sheets, or
0-J, Rocklad
18-S-tf
100 Double Sheets, and 100 Envel
opes . . . only $1. If mailed, Postage
Andrew Rikila’s
15 cents extra. Printed with your
■ Shoe Repairing Shop Name and Address or Monogram.
Smartly checked in Blue, Ivory,
is at 299 Main St.
Green or Orchid. The Courier-Ga
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
zette.—adv.
13Stf
WIQ1
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“On The Mall”
American Legion Festivities
Drew Throngs To Thom
By Pauline Ricker
aston
—Tip-Top Parade
Rockland Breakwater, Aug. 16—

Mrs. Thomas Berry entertained at The activity of Thomaston con
lunch today Mrs. George B. Beans
tinued to center in the Mall all
and Edward Schmidt. Mrs. Georg':
Tidd of New York lunched with Mr. day Thursday; and as every year
and Mrs Frederick Stanger. Mr. there gathered friends from nea:
and Mrs. Caleb Fox. 3d, were over and far to renew acquaintance,
night guests of Mr. Fox's grandpar lunch out-doors, buy the wares dis
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. Wilmsen of
played for sale, view the fine parade
Philadelphia. Miss Frances Pearin the late afternoon, and mak"
sen was their guest at lunch.
Judge Otto Heiligman returned to every possible contribution to the
Philadelphia this afternoon.
Legion treasury through this an
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. nual event in its behalf.
Frank Hall Washington, D. C.; Mr.
To mention all who worked for
and Mrs. A. W. Keppel, Cranford;
the
Fair would be to list the people
Mrs. M.lton C. Lightman, Ridge
wood; Dr. W. S. Wadsworth. Phila of the town and many outside as
delphia; C. H. Bowden. Philadel well; but particular mention may
phia; Alfred J. Shriver. Baltimore; be made of those who sold at the
Mrs. Henry Sheldon, Detroit; A S.
several booths and helped at the
Rice, Trenton; Mrs. A. G B. Steel,
Philadelphia; Robert Anderson and games.
The important refreshment table
•party. Brooklyn; Mr and Mrs. C. W.
Welsh
entertained
at
dinner
their
across the west end of the Mall was
At Orr's Island tomorrow after
Miss Snow's dress is of pink mar
daughter Mrs. William Steele, 3d; looked after by Olive Brazier, Lu
noon Miss Elzada Mary North, for quisette, the flowers in the head
also Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Misses
cretia McNeil, Alida Simmons, Doris
merly of Rockland will become the dress matching the gown, and the
veil of pink molinen. Her bouquet Elizabeth and Suzanne Steele and Spear, Matie Spaulding, Margaret
wife of Walter Henry Barstow of
Mrs
Fritz
Falck.
is also old fashioned colonial. Miss
Spear, and Mertie Grover. Among
this city. The ceremony will be Linscott’s dress is of the same style,
• • • •
performed at 3 o’clock by Rev. Mr. ibut of blue, with matching head
Rockland Breakwater. Aug. 17.— those who served ice cream were
Arndt rector of the Episcopal dress.
The Watei, Carnival was held yes Weston Young, Edna Young and
Church of Orr’s Island. Miss Mary
The decorations at the church will terday. Jane Scott was the winner Bernice Knights at one booth, and
Ensign of North Adams. Mass., will | be pink and white gladiolas. banked of the pajama race; Joseph Beard- at another Neil Libby and Norman
be maid of honor and Miss Con with evergreens. The house deco woed won the tub race; Donald Rogers with other Scouts. Sadie
stance C. Snow of Boston and Doro" rations will consist of assorted Beard wood won the boat race; Chaples dispensed grabs, and Enoch
they Linscott of Orr's Island will be gladiolas.
Deborah Beardwood had the high Clark sold popcorn. Helen Grant
bridesmaids. Carlton Linscott of
The wedding trip will be to the est point score. Awards were made assisted by Evelyn Hahn took care
Orr's Island will be groomsman. White Mountains. The couple will to Susan Anderson. Bill Anderson, of the customers at the homeThe ushers will be Gordon Boyce reside at 5 Talbot avenue, and will Bobby Stanger, Jane and Shirlej- cooked food table, and at the candy
of Orr's Island and James M. Garie be at home after Aug. 23.
Scott, Deborah, Joseph and Donald counter were Blanche Lermond,
Doris Simmons. Helen Studley ,and
of North Adams.
Miss North who is a daughter of Beardwood. Richard Collins.
The bride's dress is of white satin Mrs. Edith North, graduated from
Winners of the Putting Tourna Ella Edgett of Belmont. Mass.
Plain and fancy aprons were sold
and duchess lace, with stand-up Rockland High School in the class ment held this morning were Miss
collar and medium train. She will of 1934. and attended Boston Uni Nancy Thornley, G. C. Gilkey, Jack by Shirley Williams, Lillian Cotnery and Lilia Wiliams; and many
wear a tiara headdress of orange versity for a year, later graduating Nelson. G. Hamilton.
blossoms and finger tip veil of white with honors from Forsythe Dental
Mrs. Anton Federer, L. E. Free of the gay tiny aprons that trim
tulle. She will carry a colonial bou School in Boston. She was until man. Howard Hoff. Miss Gladys med the booth were coveted and
quet of white roses and sweet peas recently employed in a dental office Lawton, Mrs. Earle Anderson, Mrs. bought by customers.
Very attractive was the display
and white ribbon streamers.
in Boston.
A. C. Peiper, and Mrs. Herbert LawThe maid of honor's dress is of
Mr. Barstow son of Mrs. Ernest ton were the winners at last eve on needlework table run by Helen
Lynch, Carrie Carroll, Mary Crie,
peach chiffon with a short train, Searles, also graduated from Rock ning's games.
and the headdress of flowers to land High School in 1934, gnd from
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Peiper of New Helen Dana and Charlotte Wil
match dress, and a veil of peach Bentley School of Accounting this York left today for Whitefield after liams; and the few articles remain
molinen. She will carry an old year. He is employed as bookkeeper spending more than six weeks at ing will as always find ready sale
later to those in search of hand
fashioned bouquet of talisman roses, at the Superior Gas and Oil Co. The Samoset
with peach streamers.
office.
Mr and Mrs. W. H Keep, Miss made gifts.
Dorothy Keep and Ted Pierce mo Edna Smith, Lillian Dornan, Sel
tored to Belgrade Lakes for the day ma Biggers and Nellie Vose were
John May of Cleveland. Ohio, is j
ATWOOD-NIGIITINGALE
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Farnham. Mr at the fragrant fir pillow booth and
spending a week's vacation at Cres
cent Beach. Upon his return he
Miss Dorothy Pearl Nightingale and Mrs. L. E. Freeman, Mr. and did a good business till sold out.
will be accompanied by his sister- and Burr Victor Atwood, both of Mrs. Anton Federer motored to Bar Among those who worked at the
beano tables were Ralph Carroll,
Harbor.
in-law, Mrs. E. S. May. who will
Bucksport, were united in marriage
spend the winter at hds Ohio home.
Arrivals incude Melville Wooster Arthur MacDonald, Bowdoin Graf
Thursday night at 8 o'clock, at the Litchfield. Conn.; Mrs. William J. ton, William Robinson, Curtis
—
Misses Helen and Greta Ralph of home of the officiating clergyman. Sloane, New York; Mr and Mrs Goodwin, Charles Smith, Albert
Whldoboro have been visiting Mr. ■ Rev. Herman R. Winclienbaugh in Jcseph Gray, and Mrs. G. H. Thorn- Anderson, Joe Jameson, Albert
ley. Philadelphia; and Mrs. Gilbert Shepard of New York, Ronald La
and Mrs. Willard Fales this week. this city.
The couple were attended by Mrs. Darlington, Miss Jane Darlington, chance, Edgar Cobb. Pauline Burn
ham and Marjorie Woodcock; and
Mrs. R. V. Follett of Boston is the Hazel Burr Atwood, mother of the New York.
some of the others helping at vari
guest at Pearl Studley's, 45 Ocean groom, and Mrs. Eliza Derry. The
bride, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ous games were Stanley Copeland,
street.
Leslie Nightingale of Bucksport
Orvel Williams, James Carney, Her
bert Lewis, and Ted Libby.
Helen L. Merrifield and brother was gowned in blue net, with blue
City Planning Expert Will Andrew Stone's fine oil painting
Edward G. of Boston are visiting accessories.
The grcom is the only sen of Vic
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Address Garden Club’s a gift from him. was awarded to
tor
and Hazel Atwood of tliis city,
Patricia Roes; the doll to Mrs.
Merrifield at their cottage, Cooper's
and graduated from Rockland High
Midsummer Meeting
Orvel Williams; the tool chest to
Beach.
School in the class of 1934. He is
Miss Clara Spear; the tablecloth to
Flavil Shurtleff, Counsel of the Mrs. Glennon at the Samoset Hotel;
Dr. Lucinda Lovell of Cavendish, employed on the S. S. Malang.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood will go im American Planning and Civic AssoVt., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wil
the blanket to Mrs. William T.
mediately to their new home on
liam Babcock. 29 Beech street.
iation and for 25 years director of Smith; the beautiful braided rug
Hinks street, in Bucksport.
the National Conference on City to Lottie Pitcher of Waldoboro. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Escordo
Henry Montgomery received grand
Mrs. John H. Leo of Philadelphia Planning will address the midsum prize at beano a lamp.
have returned from a fei» days in
Boston and a stop-over in Old Or and Mr. and Mrs. Edward O. Petzold mer meeting of the Rockland Gar Edward Dornan was general
of New York city are guests of Mrs. den Club at the Community Build chairman, and Esther Cobb and
chard Beach.
Alma M. Leo, Gurdy street.
ing next Tuesday, at 2.30. A grad Olive Fales Auxiliary chairmen.
Miss Wilma Calif of Orange.
Harry Stewart, Legion finance offi
Boynton Oil & Motor Co. w"l uate of Harvard College and Har cer, served as cashier, with Edwin
N. J., is the guest of Miss Daphne
Winslow at Holiday Beach. They open Tuesday at 118 Park street vard Law School, Mr. Shurtleff has Lynch, Charles Starrett and Mabel
have been on a motor trip for a handling Jenny gasoline and prod specialized in Municipal Law as re Achorn. The gross receipts arp ap
ucts, making a specialized feature lated to community development. proximately $1800. with report of
few days to Northern Maine.
of Jenny's famous solvenized gaso
Organized two years ago under expenses not yet available.
Mrs. Clinton Bowley was hostess line. A free demonstration will be
The great event of the day to
the
leadership of Paul Cloke, Dean
Friday to Itooevik Club at her cot given Tuesday when cars will be
many, the parade justified the high
of
the
School
of
Engineering
of
the
tage. Lermond Pond. A sumptu processed with an application of
expectations of the thousands that
ous picnic dinner was followed by the solvent identical with that used University of Maine, the Maine lined the streets. W. B. D. Giay,
in Jenny's solvenized gasoline. Chapter of the American Planning chairman, modestly disclaiming
a social afternoon and sewing.
This process is absolutely harmless and Civic Association ranks as one any credit, attributes its admitted
Miss Florence Dean, who com to the motor, dissolving the gums of the most active in the United excellence to the whole-hearted co
pleted a summer course this week which hold the carbon and allow States.
operation of everybody. He wishes
at Leland Powers School of Ex ing tin* discharge of the carbon
For 25 years the American Civic to extend sincere thanks personally
pression in Boston, has gone to New through the exhaust as dust. The Association and the National Con and on behalf of the Legion for the
public is cordially invited to avail ference on City Planning were the fine work done by those in it. A
York.
itself of this free service Tuesday only national organizations ex full list of the entries and winners
Albert McLoon Rogers. Gayle at the Boynton company garage,
clusively devoted to popular educa of awards will appear in the next
Rogers and Lynne Rogers of Fort 118 Park street, opposite St. Bern
tion in the field of planning and issue.
Fairfield are guests for three weeks ard's Church. Watch Tuesday's
zoning. These two groups merged
of their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Courier-Gazette for announcement,
four years ago to form a stronger
A. C. McLoon. Grove street.
MICKIE SAYS—
national agency for service in this
• —adv.
field.
Twenty
states
now
benefit
Mrs. H. I. Hix and Mrs Frederick
THERE'S TWO U/AVS TO DO A
I
from the activities of separate chap
Faber and daughters Elizabeth and
JOB O' PRIUTIUG, AW OWE WAT
ters
of
the
American
Planning
and
FOR ONLY ONE WEEK!
Katherine arrived Tuesday from
IS TO THROW TH1 TMPE TfcrETWER
Civic Association.
their North Cape trip and are at
Quick, Slam it oil TH' press
As
counsel
for
this
organization,
the Hix cottage, Crescent Beach.
AMD RUSH tr THROUGH, BUT
Mr. Shurtleff has been particularly
THAT APJT OUR WAV 1
WE
interested in the establishment of
Mrs. Adele Morton entertained
TAKE OUR TIME AUO DO A GOOD
JOB, 60 OUR CUSTOMERS
planning commissions and zoning
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R., at a
COME SACK FOR.
picnic Wednesday at her home in !
ordinances, and more recently has
,\»rW
been actively engaged in urging
Union. A delicious luncheon was
legislation in several states to re
enjoyed by 14 members and two
strict the flagrant misuse of bill
guests at 1 o'clock. Because cf in
board advertising on highways and
clement weather the afternoon was
in rural districts.
Spent indoors where the time
Mr Shurtleff has written exten
passed all too quickly in varied oc
ENAMEL
sively on this subject and has
cupations.
The next outing will SLOSS
Makes furniture, walls,
lectured at several New England
be held at the summer homc of Mrs. woodwork sparkle with
colleges. He is now giving a course
H. P. Blodgett at Spruce Head. tolor. Quick-drying—
>ne coat covers solid.
in city administration at the Massa,
Sept. 6.
Choice of 16 sparkling
chusetts Institute of Technology.
solors. Come in today!
Mrs. Lcforcst Thurston and Mrs. Bring this ad with you.
His talk before the Garden Club
Charles Rose of Tenant's Harbor
Tuesday will point out the value
spent Thursdaj’ in Portland where
of city planning, zoning, and road
they attended a meeting of the
side control to towns in this district,
Maine Chapter of Daughters of
and will stress the necessity for
Colonial Wars, held at the home of
more comprehensive citizen educa
Mrs. George B. Morrill. A 1 o'clock
tion along these lines
luncheon was enjoyed at the PurThis meeting is open to all in
poodock Club in South Portland.
terested men and women,

Shurtleff Is Coining

tffHUtMS SHtHWIM-WlUMHS

ENAMELOID
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LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
ROCKLAND, ME.

16 SCHOOL ST.,

Now Showing a Carefully Selected
Assortment of

FINE FURS
At New Low Price Levels
We advise an early visit to our shop
We will be pleased to show you the line

NEW FALL CLOTH COATS

Arriving Daily
These coats are distinctive and

refreshingly new
94tf

DANCING TONITE
9.00

TO 1.00—n.S.T.

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

Every Thurs. and Sat.
LI.OYD RAENELL and his
GEORGIANS
FAIR DANCE After Fireworks
WED. AUG. 31, 11 P. M.-3 A. M.
99' 100

MARRIED 48 YEARS

Mr. and Mrs. Charles It. Staples'
181 h Wedding Anniversary Cele

Maine Fair Dates

brated At Ingraham llill

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Staple
were happily surprised at a party
tendered them at the cottage of Mr.
and Mrs. Forest W. Eaton, Ingra
ham Hill, in honor of their 48tn
wedding
anniversary Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Staples
have resided in Rockland since their
marriage Aug. 18, 1890, having a
family of six children, four of whom
are living—two daughters, Mrs. Mil
dred Bunker and Miss Gladys E.
Staples; and two sons, Raymond G
Staples and Harold A. Staple.;.
There arc also ten grandchildren,
Charlotte Phiibrook. Bernard. Vivian
and MiHicent Oakes, Hoover Bun
ker, and Richard, Robert, Ken
neth. Marion and Dorothy Staples.
The surprised and happy couple
received many useful and lovely
gifts.
Mr. Staples was formerly a boat
builder for many years and a car
penter in Rockland, having a part
in building many beautiful homes in
this vicinity.
The table was decorated with a
beautiful bouquet and wedding cake
Supper was served, finishing with
cake and ice cream. A very enjoy
able evening was spent by tlie
couple and rest of the guests.
Those present were Mr. and Mr.;.
Charles R. Staples, Miss Gladys F
Staples. Vivian and Millicent Oak"s.
Hoover Bunker, Mr and Mrs. Fran';
Knowlton. Mr. and Mrs. Forest W
Eaton, Mrs. A P. Miller. Mr and
Mrs Walter Miller ;m<l young son,
Walter, Jr., and Laura Shepard,

JEFFERSON
A Republican rally will be held
Tuesday at 9.30 In front cf the
schoolhouse with Gov. Lewis O
Barrcws. Clyde Smith, Congress
man, and J. Fied OConnell, chair
man of the State Committee as
principal speakers. All the county
candidates wil Ibc present and ev
eryone is invited.

Going away to school? Don't for
get to take along several boxes of
Rytex Double Check Printed Sta
tionery ... on sale for August Only
in Double Tlie Usual Quantity. . .
200 Single Sheets, or 100 Double
Sheets, and 100 Envelopes. Printed
with your Monogram or Name and
Address. Refreshing pastel shades
. . . Blue, Green, Ivory or Orchid
Check. At The Courier-Gazette for
$1; postage 15 cents extra.
92*97

Aug. 22-27—Bangor.
Aug. 29-Sept. 1—Presque Isle.
Aug. 30-Sept 1—Damariscotta,
Sept. 3-5—South Windsor.
Sept. 5-10—Lewiston.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehill.
Sept 9-10—Monroe
Sept 13-14—Unity.
Sept. 13-15—Machias.
Sept. 27-29—Union.
Ort. 11-18—Topsham.

CAMDEN TOWN
HALL SERIES
OPERA HOUSE

Monday Evg., Aug. 29
at 8.30 o'clock
An Evening With

CECELIA LOFTUS
in a program of hrr

“Impressions and
Impersonations”
“If all the people who would
take deep and astonished delight
in her present performance were
to know it was going on. the Ly
ceum Theatre would scarcely
serve her purpose. No, nor Car
negie Hall, cither. She would
need Madison Square Garden."
Alexander Wcolcott, The N Y.
Times.
Seals Now $2.10, $1.65, $1.10
including tax
On sale at The Women's
Exchange, Camden. Tel. 2120
99-100-101-103

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
WHEN BOB TAKES
MAUREEN IN HIS
ARMS .. . the year 's
biggest thrill is yours!

ROBIRT

TAYLOR
THt

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Afl/gW
KAY FRANCIS
BONITA GRANVILIF- ANITA LOUISE
BOBBY JORDAN

JOHN LITEl

DICKIE MOORE

FRANK MORGAN
^O’SULLIVAN
WILLIAM GARGAN
LIONEL 5TANDER

L

NOW PLAYING
"LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY"

with
TODAY—GENE AUTRY in
“SAGEBRUSH TROUBADCJR"

PARK S

MICKEY ROONEY
Jl'DY GARLAND

Rockland
Tai. 883
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.4$

Eviry-OtKef-Day
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cational Films. This film has been'
exhibited in over 2000 of the largest
churches and to over a million peopie during the past two years. The
film was produced in Europe, Pales
tine and Egypt and is a reverent.'
spiritual dramatization of the theme
Admission is free and the public is
invited. The Cotton Blossom Sing
ers from Piney Woods, Miss., will
give a program Tuesday under the
auspices of the choir.
Patrick Rogers of Denver, Pa. is
at the home of Mrs. Belle Coates
for the week.

NEWS OF THE DAY

Mrs. Eugene Sprague suffered a
(Continued from Page One I
severe cut on her hand Wednesday.
Milton Hennigar is having a few
UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Hilton, Harry, ticket agent, M. C
—AT—
days’ vacation from his duties on I R. R„ station, bds 16 Elm.
Correspondent
the Str. North Haven.
Hitchcock, Mrs Emily C„ widow
Mrs. Olive Walker of Rockland ' Prank, h 22 White.
Tel. 2229
who recently visited Mrs. Alden [ Hitchcock. Mary E . h 22 White.
Hix. Galen P.. clerk O. P. Hix, h 196
Stanley has returned home.
The newly constructed garage at
Main.
As collected by our correspondent,
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon who was at
the home of her daughter Mrs. Hix. Harrison P., clerk, bds 125 the home of Mr and Mrs. Albert
GILBERT HARMON
, Middle.
U. Rhodes was the scene of a gay
Abby Stanley has returned to Sor- j Hlx R Irying lThorndlke & Hix I
Telephone, Camden 713
party Wednesday night when the
rento,
Wharf street) h 50 Masonic,
Mr and Mrs Alden Stanley spent hix, Oliver P. grocer, 246 Main, h Rhodes' entertained a family group
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Crockett. of the Yacht Club was held Thursat lobster supper and beano. Those
22 Pleasant
last weekend at Sutton Island.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
TOWN HALL CONCERT
and daughter Jane are guests of day at the Club House. Officers
Hix & Simmons. <H F Hix. G M present were Dr. and Mrs. Ray C
Mr. and Mrs. Leverette Stanley
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Simmons) carriages. 106 Lime Preisner of Indianapolis, Mr. and
Mr. Crockett’s aunts, Mrs. Etta elected were: Commodore, Chaun
who recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
rock.
Noted Artiste Will Be Heard In Bracy and Mrs. Agnes Benner.
cey B, Borland; vice commodore,
Mrs
E.
P
Preisner
of
Bremen.
Ohio.
SHOBOnnKner::
Warren Staples, have returned to Hix. William B. h 17 Lawrence.
Rockport Next Friday Night
Thomas J. Watson; secretary, A.
Hoak.
Grace
M
.
h
27
'Fulton
Mr.
afld
Mrs.
G.
B
Walden
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Atkins
and
HARBOR LIGHTS
the signal a part of every day dur Duck Island.
Hoar. Deborah F. manager Postal daughter Pearl of Camden, Mrs
L. Anderson; assistant secretary, J.
Prominent among late summer Clifford Atkins have been visiting
Tlie young people enjoyed a scav
(For The Courler-Gazettel
ing August.
Telegraph office. 16 Limerock,
Hugh
Montgomery; treasurer, Mil
Mayme
Carroll
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
musical events will be the concert the Taylor family in Winthrop
Between the afterglow and dark
rooms St. Nicholas.
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Whitney of enger hunt Friday evening. Robert
lard B Long; measurer, Oliver W.
The harbor lights appear.
Albert
Rhodes.
It
was
an
outstand

Hobbs,
Horace
S..
slater,
h
31
Elm
at
Rockport
Town
Hall
Friday.
Aug.
Like fireflies they lilt about
Saco were recent overnight guests Holmes and Irma Morse winning Hock. J. cigar manufacturer and
The Baptist Ladies Sewing Circle Maythew; directors: J. C. Chase,
ing event for the E. F. Preisners as 26. when these artists will be pre
From boats and barges, ln and out—
the prize.
A hot dog roast was
of Keeper and Mrs. H H Wass.
ano
Philatheas will have a picnic M. Alton French, Clifford Smith,
boarding house. 67 Sea.
Giving an aerla’ magic touch
they had never before tasted lob sented: Felix Salmond, 'cellist,
To ell the space encircled there
Hodgdon, Enoch S, cooper, h 67
Mr and Mrs. Jasper Cheney also enjoyed.
Thursday at the State Park. A J. Hugh Montgomery. Edwy L. Tay
ster.
J
’
heir
comments
proved
that
By heavy parapet of atone;
,___ .
Warren
Daniel Karpilcwsky, violinist, and covered dish supper will be served
Mrs Bessie Hutchinson of Ston
Protecting ocean crafts hat chance have been entertaining Mr. and
lor; house committee, P. G. Willey,
Hodgdon. Warren H. driver h 30 in their estimation the savor of this Edith Evans Braun, pianist, their
The harbor's friendly home
Mrs. Duffy Tylor and sons Duffy ington spent last weekend with
James.
specie of crustacean has not been program to afford solos and trio at 6 o'clock to which all men of the Mrs Edwy L. Taylor. Rexford Dan
her
mother.
Mrs.
George
Carter.
Fishermen In laden boats of cod and and Roland and daughter Barbara.
Hodgkins, Albert W„ conductor. M over-rated by lovers of seafood.
Parish are invited. Take eating iels admissions committee. Miss
hake.
numbers All three artiste are mu utensils.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley who was
C. R R.. h 118 Broadway
Mrs. Gleason Colbert has been ob
Scallop men with lobsters too. come
Martha Borland, Mrs. R. A. Gard
Mrs. Ella Austin of Worcester. sicians of the first water, Mr. Sal
David G.. baggage mas
late
liged to move back to Bucks Har recent guest of her granddaughter Hodgkins,
ter.
h
118
Broadway.
ner, Charles P. T. Seaverns, Miss
Mass.,
is
guest
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Misses
Lillian
Grey.
Mildred
From long days' toll and roaming;
mond and Mr. Karpilowsky having
bor on account of the illness of her Mrs. Margaret Thomas of Sutton Hodgkins. Mamel S.. school teach
Watch for distant beacon’s spark
Angela
Taylor (alternate); regatta
and
Mrs.
Guy
Overlock.
Robinson
and
Pearl
Walden
left
won
world
wide
fame.
While
Mr.
As through the waters, chugging crafts son Juhan.
er. h 118 Broadway.
The damp, foggy Island has returned home.
fiteer t< ralght for harbor lights and
Mr. and Mrs. John F Dll of New Salmond and Mrs. Braun have been Friday for a week's motor trip to committee. A. L. Anderson, John
Hoffses.
Elmer
E,
barber
380
Main
Mrs.
Myrtle
Staples.
Miss
Verna
homing.
weather confined him indoors too
York will arrive the first of the heard by local audiences, it will be Quebec. Ottawa, Montreal and Ni Bird. C. B. Borland. H S Corthell,
h 30 Oak
much and his health did not im-:Stap'esLaura Johnson and Holbrook,
Pleasure crafts, yachts trim and gav.
Mrs. Delincia. widow. 65 week for a visit with his mother, Mr. Karpilowsky's introduction to agara Falls, returning home by the J. H. Hobbs. O. W. Mayhew; gen-;
Mrs.
Ethel
McDmough
motored
A scow, a pinky, then a pilot gray.
prove for a time, but since going
Cedar.
eral racing committee Wm. H. Chat
Barkentlne of other days, warships and
music lovers of this section, and Mohawk Trail.
Tuesday to Meriden. Conn. The Holbrook. Mrs Essie, dressmaker, h Mrs. Annie McGowan.
ashore, he is gaining rapidly.
every craft afloat
Mrs.
Lloyd
C.
Arnold,
son
Rich

field, Wm Taylor, Betsy Ross. Ar?>
2
Masonic.
the
opportunity
cannot
be
Bghtly
Cane ln to harbor, for the lights Invoke
Miss Marion B. Gould and Miss
Mrs. Albert Taylor and children. Ladies Aid met Thursday with Mrs
Their comfort and welcome tenure of
Holbrcok. 'Fred H. . clerk Cobb. ard and daughter Marilyn have re dismissed. It may be rightly said
thur Watson, James Willis, Alfred
Charles
Calderwood.
Bessie M. Hagan of Providence, and
safe anchor.
Albert and Mabel of East Boston
Wight & Co., h 22 Oamden.
Osgood (alternate).
Joshua <£
• • • •
turned to Manchester. N. H.. after that this concert will stand as one
Happy sailors steering boats to landing
Mrs. T. J. Byrne and son, Thomas,
Holbrook. Mabel H, music teacher,
Wharf men hall them for their prowess; have been visiting their cousin Mrs
a week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. F of the great musical events of this
Chase, a prominent member of the
Donohue-Staples
h
22
Camden.
Ending with a full day's measure—
of Richmond Hill, Long Island, N.
Jasper Cheney for tlie past week
Club, who has recently returned
Then home, and night of pleasure
A family gathering met at the Holbrook. Rachel, widow I W h 139 F. Libby.
part of Maine
Y.. are guests at Terrace cottage.
Philmore Wass passed last week
Park.
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle,
not
to
„
...
*
S.
F
from a visit to Finland brougtty
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Burleigh
This
concert
will
be
for
the
bene

Rcckland
end wth his patents. Keeper and
Holbrook, Wm.. kiln tender, h 139 be outdone by the weather, will con
Baptist Church: Worship Sunday with him a beautiful cup which wiU
Staples
last
Saturday
night
to
wit

fit
of
the
Rockport
Children's
Park.
Mrs. H H Wass.
tinue its midsummer fair, which Christmas Welfare Fund, a cause at 11. Rev. Mr. Brown will preach be presented to the winner of $
Portland Head
Carroll Pickett of Lubec, spent a ness the marriage of their eldest Holbrook. Wm D. truckman, h 22
Camden
scheduled for July 27. was inter- close to the heart of Mrs. Mary on "The Great Beyond.” Church "Seamenship Race" among the HAd
Almost too busy to take time out. week of his vacation with Roland daughter Elinor to Maurice Dono
Holden, Sylvanus I., longshoreman, ! rupted by a severe shower, this time Louise Curtis Bok, who Is lending school at 9.45; adult Bible class, boats. These boats are made in
but Guardians here we come from Cheney, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper hue.
h (Bay View square.
taught by the pastor at 10; mid Finland.
The
bride
graduated
from
the
out the fog and recent heat wave. Cheney.
Hollowell, J. P cooper, h 6 Gay holding it Tuesday afternoon on the whole hearted Interest in the con
lawn
it
the
home
of
the
president,
The HAJ boat races Thursday
street place.
cert to raise money to make a week devotional service Thursday
We're sitting on top at Portland
Irwin Wass. son of Mr. and Mrs Island Schools, and attended
Holman.
C.
Vey.
capitalist.
Hol

Mrs
Maud
Walker.
If
stormy
it
school
at
Frenchtown.
N.
J.,
and
proved to be one of the most thrilP
Christmas for many children who at 7 30.
Head, fishing off the rocks, playing H H. Wass recently underwent a
man's Oaks, Ingraham's hill
will take place the next fair day.
Methodist Church: Worship at ing of the season. John Good, in
otherwise would not know it. The
games and having picnics.
tonsil operation at the Marine hos- at Higgins Classical Institute The Holman. Wm A assistant cashier.
Miss Roberta Holbrook has em artists are giving their services, a 10.30 with the guest speaker, Rev. his first start of the season, won the
grocm
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
North National Bank, h Ingra
Mr. and Mrs. S, J. Hargreaves. 1 pita!
ployment at Witham's Lobster most generous act which ln itself Douglas Robbins. Bible classes at race. Wing Taylor crossed the line
ham's hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hargreaves and
In spite of the damp, foggy sum Albert Donohue of Blanchard, a Holman, W O.. clergyman, h Ingra
Pound.
the close of the morning service; two seconds later and he was close
merits a lull house.
son Paul of Altoona. Pa , arrived mer. we have some fine looking i graduate of Higgins Classical Insti
ham's hill.
tute.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J
P.
Maguire
have
Tickets
are
being
put
cn
sale
at
Happy
Hour service at 7.30, preach- ly followed by Clifford Smith. The
Sunday at the station.
Holmes. Adelaide C„ h 8 Masonic.
gardens here and Mr Wass also has j
The maid of honor was Miss Holmes. Chas. W., student, h 8 Ma returned to West Newton. Mass., The Village Shop in Camden and ing by the 'Rev. Mr. Robbins. Prayer Good boat was manned by its owner
a
garden
ashore,
from
which
he
has
'
The Dows-Sterlings and Hilts
sonic
after having spent two weeks at the at Champney's Store In Rockport. meeting in the vestry Thursday at John Good, assisted by Dr. GeorgJ
Verna Staples, sister of the bride
entertained Saturday, Sunday and picked a bushel of cucumbers,
Holmes. John H . master mariner, h E E. Thorndike camp at Megunti- ) They may also be arranged by com 7 30. Miss Betsy Miller, leader.
and
the
bridesmaid
was
Miss
Elna
Pullen and Robert Drown.
beans, squash and potatoes.
8 Masonic.
,
. t .
Wednesday a party of 15.
municating with Mrs Gladys St.
MacDcnough of Frenchtown, cousin Holmes, Linnie L., dressmaker. 61 C00K Laxe.
Funeral services were held Thurs»
"Mind" is the subject of the (Les
Gleason
Colberth.
first
assistant,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas and
Cedar, h same.
A picnic supper and weekly meet- Clair Heistad at Rockport, tele son-Sermon to be read Sunday in day afternoon for the infant dauglw
of the bride. The groom was at
has
returned
to
the
station,
after
son Deane of Lynn, Mass., were re- j
Holmes. Mrs Mary J„ dressmaker, mg of the Trytohelp Club will be phone Camden 2432.
ter of Mr and Mrs. Harry Hooped
all churches of Christ, Scientist.
j spending a few days with his fam tended by Carrol Staples, as best
cent guests of F. O Hilt.
61 Cedar, h same.
hell Monday night at the home of
man
The
wedding
march
was
The employes of the Whitehall
ily in Bucks Harbor.
Holmes. Orris, milkman, h Pond
Caroline
C.
Saunders,
the
coun

Mrs R. T. Sterling. Mrs. W. C. ,
road
1 Miss Helen Small.
played
by
Miss
Laura
Johnson.
Inn
gave a delightful party in honor
Mr. and Mrs. H H. Wass and son
try's most sought-after lecturer and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brightmore
The bride's gown was of white Holt, Everett A., kiln tender, h
of their employer, Ralph Wilson,
I Arnold went Wednesday to Brocksauthority
on
the
art
of
hooking
guests attended an entertainment
Ingraham's field.
of Taunton. Mass., are guests for two
! ville to attend the reunion of the satin, and she wore a long bridal Holt. John A. gardiner. h Ingrarugs will lecture Tuesday at 2.30 Thursday night at the Snow Bowl.
,
. .. .
, ,,
...
Thursday night at the Methodist
veil.
She
carried
a
large
bouquet
of
ham's field
weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs. The Bird Lovers Will Be p m. at the Congregatlonaf Parish |Guests were invited from the Inn,
I Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Church at Peaks Island
wnite roses. The bridesmaid wore a Holt. Mrs Lindley M , h 28 Cres- Irvin Cain.
Given a Thrill By This 'House.
Mrs. L. S McElwee of {Boothbay Harbor and Rockland.
! Saints.
cent.
I Maurice Miller is showing lmMrs F. O Hilt. Mrs. R. T. Ster
, Union, a former pupil of Mrs. : Refreshments and daheing were
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Cheney went yellow satin dress and carried a
Nature
Story
Homer. Alice M . h 27 Water
provement from recent injuries.
ling and guests motored Tuesday to [ ashore Saturday to accompany Mrs bouquet of yellow roses.
I Saunders, sponsors the lecturer and enjoyed.
Homer. Mrs. George, housekeeper.
,
Old Orchard
The
bride
was
given
in
marriage
h
27
Water
although
he will be confined to the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
! Cheney's cousin to Lubec.
exhibit of hooked rugs by Mrs. i
Mrs Clyde Grant and Miss Pa
by her father Burleigh Staples. The Hosmer. John A , mariner, h 180 bed for several days.
It might be of interest to the Saunders in conjunction with those |
Historical Society Organized
• « • •
Bear Island
...
i Officers of Harbor Light Chapter, bird lovers to hear more about the
tricia were recent guests of the F.
couple stood under a large arch „Ma'tI
The
annual meeting of the Camof her classes in Union and Cam
Savoy. J A. Lyons, prop. 464- 1
Fred Switzer, director of the made of evergreens and pink roses, Hotel
O Hilts
O.E.S, are requested to meet at "persistant robin,’’ who has visited
Ijen
Historical
Society was held
466 Main
den.
Lighthouse and Coast Guard pro the room being prettily decorated Hovel. Llewellyn M.. (Bill) musi Masonic hall Tuesday for rehearsal us for three seasons ln succession.
Wednesday
night
at the Town Office
The Boston to Bangor freight boat
cian.. h 11 Clarendon.
gram of WCOP arrived Monday for with pink roses and evergreens to
ln preparation for special meeting I didn't feel sure that it was the
Two Bush
The object of this newly formed
called
in
Camden
Wednesday
with
Horn,
Edward
L.,
engineer,
h
13
to be held Aug. 30 for conferring of same robin, but readers who have
After a long silence we add our a visit with Keeper and Mrs. An gether with a mass of white paper
Clarendon.
a ten-ton shipment of wools for society is to receive and preserve
written me think it is.
voices to the “Guardians" column, drew H. Kennedy. The program streamers. The ceremony was per Horton, George, master mariner, h degrees.
objects of historical interest, par
137 1-2 Union.
Those who read about it will re the Knox Mill.
At the morning service Sunday at
reporting that Two Bush is still on is on the air every' Tuesday 6 to formed by Rev. George Bailey.
ticularly as related to this town.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
6 15 standard time. Those who can
The young couple will remain on Howes, Aaron. 562 Main, h 16 Knox 11 o'clock at the Baptist Church member that I. my broom, nor my
the map.
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&
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Howard,
hold a sale Aug 27 at the Burkett
A son was born recently to Mr not hear the broadcasts are asked the island for a shore time, and
W. Stevens; vice president, Leon O.
E. L. Brown) diplomas and en Rev. H. I. Holt will be the speaker,! dog could make that robin change
using as subject “The Law of Un- !her mind about building a nest over iBakery Building of fancy articles, Crockett; secretary, Evelyn M.
and Mrs. McLoud (Florence Batty) to write to Mr. Switzer. 46 Lang later go to Blanchard where Mr.
grossing. 383 Main.
don avenue, Watertown. Mass. It Donohue is engaged in business. Howard. Daniel C., h 17 Maverick. equal Exchange.’’ The evening (the front door.
When we put a ! food and candy,
at Spruce Head.
Tewksbury; treasurer, Helen M.
Elias B., laborer, h 7 Ful service will be omitted and a union; board over the place she was try- | Miss Priscilla Hodgdon of ChilliMrs. Harry Smith and Thomas may be possible to change to a Congratulations and best wishes Howard,
Dougherty;
custodian. John L.
ton.
from the community arc extended Howard. Harvey L„ fisherman, h 43 service will be held at the Metho- ' ln8 to occupy,
she gave up and j cothe. Ohio, is guest of Mr. and Tewskbury. Trustees are Charles
Smith spent a week at the Light ] more powerful station
Harold Reed, attorney at law of the couple.
dist Church at 7.30. The Young *ent to the house below here. She Mrs. Foster Reed.
Brewster.
lately with Keeper Smith.
C. Wood to serve five years; Adin
Out of town guests were Mrs. Ethel j Howard. Henry A., (Rockland Com People's Society Christian Endeavor built a nest on a shelf under the J Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hatch and L. Hopkins, four years. Rexford
Mrs. Fred Batty who has been Northeast Harbor was recent overvisiting her daughter at Spruce night guest of Keeper and Mrs. MacDonough and Miss Elna Mac- j mercial College. 388 Main) bds will meet at 6.30.
eaves, where I could watch her family of White Plains, N. Y„ are Daniels, three years. Georgia Hobbs,
135 Holmes.
Donough of Frenchtown. N. J.
Head, has returned to the station. Kennedy.
Mrs. George Stoeffel has returned every move. She laid two eggs spending two weeks at tjie Jenness two years, and Joshua Chase, one
Howard. Henry J„ cooper 10 Lime
street place, h same.
Keeper and Mrs. Smith enter-1 We regret to learn that Mrs.
I to Dorchester. Mass., after two there and when they hatched she French cottage at Megunticook year.
Howard. John D.. foreman h £46 weeks' visit with her sister. Mrs. brought the pretty blue shells up Lake,
tained Sunday at the Light, mem-! Kenneth Sawyer, formerly Myrtle
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Portsmouth Harbor Approach— Howard.
bers of the Ralph Ulmer Camp and Faulkingham of Baker Island Light
and left them on my lawn. The
Leo E . glazier, h 146 Lime Madeline Hopkins.
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Prohibited area—Probihited area
Auxiliary. A picnic was serveu on is ill at the home of her mother
rock
Mrs. Gerald Bowden and children rest of the story, I would not be land Thursday after having spent meeting the third Wednesday in
the shore and the gathering richly
The yacht races held three times discontinued and buoys removed — , Howard. May A . sudent. h 43 Brew of Bangor have moved to the lieve unless I had seen it. Here it
a week at the home of Mr. and Mis. August. Other meetings will be
ster.
is and it is perfectly true.
enjoyed the outing.
a week are most enjoyable. There The prohibited area lying within a
I Robert R. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. held at the call of the president.
Howard, Octave P stone cutter, h Franklin G Priest house on Pleas
Mrs Smith is nursing a severe are now many beautiful yachts in 1000-yard radius of a point 600
The morning the two birdies |
ant street.
135 Holmes.
The Lone Pine Mountaineer who
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yards 273 degrees from Isles cf i Howard. Mrs. Olive P. h 106 Lime
burn on her leg caused by hitting the harbor.
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Portland Harbor Approach -Port
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
135 Holmes.
Keeper Smith at the Light.
Mr. and Mrs William Dalton, wings flutter, and hopping around.
“Port of Seven Seas" in which Wal
Work will start Saturday on the land Lightship to be temporarily Hughes, Charles A., teamster h 5
Wednesday
at
Mrs.
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Harville's
We were sorry that Thomas new Government beacon to be
who have been guests at the home I thought they were getting ready
lace Berry stars as the rough but
Lisle
Flanagan was unable to visit us erected on “The Graves,” a large replaced by a relief lightship about Hull, Fr'xl J., clerk, Pet .7 Bros., h of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wentworth to come down as the other birds where an enjoyable afternoon was tender-hearted owner of a water36 Camden.
while he was at the Breakwater but ledge in Penobscot Bay south of Aug. 27, 1938
returned Thursday to Amherst., seemed to be calling them. I went spent. The next meeting will be
The sound signal will be a dia- Hull. James F., ship carpenter, h Mass. Last weekend in company out and stood beside the house in Wednesday at the home of Mrs. front cafe In Marseilles, France.
hope he comes to see us on his re Curtis Island. A lighter from the
176 Main
plain sight of the birds. When the ' Frances Kitchen, Spring street,
phone.
turn.
Samuel L„ ship carpenter, h with Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth they first one came down the mother] Mrs. Olive Weaver, Mrs. Dora
firm of F. W. Carleton of Wool
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Once more ,we greet our light
started to hon. She would hop a Mrs Doris Lankton went on a bowlthe foundation. Green and Wil degrees from Curtis Island Light Hunt. Alfred G. steamboat agent, Rochester. N. H„ are visiting his
7.45 a. m. Holy Eucharist and brief
house friends.
little way then wait for the little jng party Thursday to West Southmother, Mrs. Charles Wooster.
Atlantic wharf, h 60 Summer.
sermon.
son of Waterville are the contrac house. An unwatched light show
one.
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Hunt.
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rooms.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Overlock,
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ing a green flash every 4 seconds,
16 School.
a constant stream of yachts going
children Barbara and Billy and her. In this manner she led that
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flash 0.5 second, eclipse 3.5 seconds, Hunt. A. Percy, railway mail clerk,
by the station Most of them give
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Prof C. Wilbert Snow of Connec water, on a skeleton tower.
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Park.
spending several days as guests of ing nothing but grass on it then. sorry because it brought them near
Penobscot River—Indian Point Hunt, Louise G. bookkeeper, E. B.
leave at his home recently. While ticut and Spruce Head and party
his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William I could hardly believe my eyes.
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bird stopped and the little one flew
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driven
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visit at the Light with their parents, Huntley. Gertrude M , cigar strip were J. Crosby Hobbs, candidate tor down to pick it up and it flew up to take a life, not even that of a
panied by Mrs. Hill and daughter Keller and two children of Thom
State Senator; Joseph T. Sylvester,
per. h 63 Willow.
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candidate for sheriff; Robert Mc
After it got sure footing, didn’t it on the road once that I shall never
Winter.
Mrs. Forrest Cheney who recently Coast Guard station spent 48-hours
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has changed the buoys here.
of her grandmother, Mrs. Florence
The pair of robins that has
Some days they would be on the
Rankin.
Miss Gertrude Farris, R. N. of boat to the Coast Guard depot.
The young daughter of Assistant
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